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PREFACE

Through much of 2014 and into 2015, the international community witnessed an outbreak of Ebola virus disease in parts of West Africa that was unprecedented in scale, severity and complexity. The toll in illness and death was severe: more than 28,000 people were infected and more than 11,000 died. Some 16,000 children lost parents or caregivers to Ebola.

The impact of the outbreak went far beyond those grim figures. The three most-affected countries – Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone – were ill-equipped to respond. As a result, the outbreak wrought serious humanitarian, economic, development and health consequences. Livelihoods were disrupted, fragile health systems were severely compromised and entire educational systems were either shut down or school openings delayed.

The outbreak revealed serious deficiencies in national and global response mechanisms aimed at controlling potential pandemics. It took the greater part of 2014 for the national and international response to help bring the outbreak under control. The outbreak was ultimately contained thanks to efforts of affected communities themselves, local leaders and the massive deployment of international resources.

This report presents results from an evaluation of UNICEF’s response to the crisis. It documents and analyses UNICEF efforts, drawing out important lessons to prepare and strengthen UNICEF’s approach to addressing future public health emergencies.

UNICEF country offices began responding to the Ebola outbreak in early 2014. In early September, a corporate-level emergency was declared, under which, in coordination with many partners, UNICEF mobilized an agency-wide response to the crisis. The response was sustained through 2015.

This report sets out the findings, conclusions and recommendations of an evaluation of UNICEF’s response to the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. The evaluation served an accountability function and enabled stakeholders to offer feedback; it supported organizational learning by identifying key lessons for UNICEF; and it prompted strategic consideration by providing recommendations to UNICEF on preparing for future public health emergencies.

The evaluation drew on a wide range of other learning exercises and assessments. To complement these, the evaluation focused selectively on the strategic challenge of coordinating UNICEF’s levels, programmes and operational functions (i.e. how these elements combined to deliver an effective response). As such, it does not provide detailed information or a technical assessment of implementation.

The evaluation found that UNICEF and partners made useful contributions to stopping Ebola transmission and that those contributions depended foremost on the organization’s innovative community-based implementation model, participation in the larger international public health response with national governments, and the mobilization of corporate capacities through the Level 3 Simplified Standard Operating Procedure resource management functions.

However, the impact of these contributions was diminished by important factors. These include missed opportunities for containing the outbreak in March 2014, delays in operationalizing the community-based response, differing understandings of the rationale for intervention and weaknesses in performance management and monitoring systems. Moreover, UNICEF was
challenged in its efforts to promptly and adequately address Ebola’s secondary humanitarian consequences and specific effects on children.

The Ebola epidemic in West Africa was a grim reminder of the stark threat posed to humanity by communicable diseases. In the aftermath of the outbreak, there is widespread agreement that such threats will continue to arise from time to time. Drawing on the key findings from this evaluation, the recommendations presented in this report are therefore primarily focused on how UNICEF can be better prepared and capacitated to deal with future health emergencies.

The evaluation was conducted by a team headed by Andrew Lawday, and including Kerren Hedlund, Nigel Clarke, Steve Powell, Annie Lloyd, Tamba Emile Sandounou, Lynn Owen, and Alistair Hallam. It benefited from information, perspectives and feedback provided by UNICEF colleagues in the Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone UNICEF country offices, the UNICEF West and Central Africa Regional Office in Dakar, Senegal, as well as UNICEF Headquarters. The Evaluation Reference Group provided important contributions and guidance throughout the process. Finally, I would like to recognize Beth Plowman, who served as Evaluation Manager with support provided by Abdoulaye Seye.

We would also like to acknowledge the contributions made to this evaluation by staff in partner organizations, as well as by national officials and community members who shared their stories with the evaluation team. They gave time and attention to the evaluation during a period of enormous stress and pressure. We hope that the results of the evaluation are used to prevent or contain similar emergencies in future years, and to alleviate the concomitant loss and suffering experienced by those affected.

Colin Kirk  
Director, Evaluation Office  
UNICEF
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Ebola outbreak in West Africa was unprecedented in scale, severity and complexity. In the three most-affected countries – Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone – some of the most vulnerable communities were also among the hardest hit. Fragile health systems were severely compromised as a disproportionate number of health workers died; entire educational systems were shut down and many teachers lost their lives; and widespread fear led communities to shun Ebola sufferers, many of whom were left to die in the streets.¹ Children were disproportionately affected by the outbreak, with thousands infected, killed or orphaned. Between December 2013 and March 2016, Ebola infected 28,638 people and caused 11,316 deaths.²

This report presents the findings, conclusions and recommendations of an evaluation conducted between November 2015 and September 2016. The evaluation aims to provide an impartial assessment of UNICEF’s response to the needs of the affected populations and other challenges arising from the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. The evaluation objectives are to offer accountability to stakeholders through an independent assessment of the response; highlight the main lessons for UNICEF; and provide strategic recommendations for the continued response and future public health emergencies.

Methodology
The evaluation is focused on UNICEF’s corporate response to the Ebola emergency in Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia during the period declared a Level 3 (L3) emergency (August 2014 through the end of 2015). The assessment considers the effectiveness, efficiency, internal coordination, external coordination and accountability of the response.

The analysis is broadly focused on the strategic challenge of coordinating UNICEF’s levels, programmes and operational functions (i.e. how these elements combined to deliver an effective response). As such, it does not attempt to provide detailed information on implementation. As reflected in the Terms of Reference, the evaluation prioritizes programme elements related to: 1) health/case management, including the community care centres (CC centres); 2) Communication for Development (C4D), social mobilization and community engagement; and 3) child protection, particularly family tracing and reunification and care for separated and unaccompanied children.

Data collection and analysis was conducted using mixed methods, including qualitative and quantitative data collection techniques: a lessons review; a document review; data analyses; stakeholder consultations; stakeholder polling; and case studies of affected communities. Field missions were undertaken to Guinea, Liberia, Sierra Leone and Senegal during February and March 2016. In the three most-affected countries, analysts conducted consultations and polling among implementation actors and national leaders; and in two of the most-affected communities, analysts also performed case studies. The evaluation was limited by a number of factors, including the evolving strategies for the response both within UNICEF and externally; the ongoing adaptation of performance monitoring; and the difficulties involved in using humanitarian response standards, frameworks and tools in a public health emergency.

Context and response
The Ebola virus disease (EVD) outbreak began in December 2013 in remote areas of Guinea and by late May 2014 had spread to Liberia and Sierra Leone. In August 2014, WHO declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). With high poverty rates, weak health systems and minimal levels of preparedness, the three most-affected countries were poorly equipped to respond. Although the outbreak’s impact was most evident at the local level, with 90 per cent of cases concentrated in 20 districts across the three countries, it wrought serious humanitarian, economic, development and health consequences on populations across the region.

The national and international responses to Ebola only brought the outbreak under control after thousands of deaths and widespread devastation had already occurred. As the outbreak spread during 2014, weak national health care systems struggled to cope and health care professionals became infected and died at alarming rates. Many of the international non-governmental organizations (INGOs) present in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone were also overwhelmed by the scale of the outbreak and struggled to mobilize staff to scale up a response.

As the world became gripped by fear of Ebola, world powers strengthened their resolve to contain the outbreak. In 2014–2015, national governments, INGO partners and the United Nations system, led first by the World Health Organization (WHO) and subsequently by the United Nations Mission for Ebola Emergency Response (UNMEER), took measures to coordinate the effort to control the outbreak and prevent its further spread. These measures included the development of a regional response plan (July 2014), a response roadmap (August 2014), UNMEER United Nations-wide operational planning (October 2014) and national Ebola recovery strategies (early 2015).

Within the larger response, UNICEF country offices in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone participated in early efforts to detect and manage Ebola cases alongside their regular multisector country programmes. In September 2014, three weeks after WHO declared the PHEIC, UNICEF declared an L3 corporate emergency, developed an organizational strategy for responding to the outbreak and prepared specific country response plans. As outlined in the Humanitarian Action for Children (HAC) 2014–2015 Ebola outbreak appeal, UNICEF aimed to: 1) stop the outbreak through community-level actions; 2) prepare for outbreaks in additional countries; and 3) contribute to maintaining or building back better the primary health care and other social systems in the most-affected countries. In 2015, UNICEF accompanied these efforts with multiple learning exercises.

Effectiveness of the response
Working with partners and governments, UNICEF contributed to stopping Ebola through community engagement, isolation and care; the large-scale delivery of supplies and water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) support; and an innovative community-based response aimed at stopping transmission. Beginning in November 2014, UNICEF established 64 CC centres that facilitated community engagement, isolation and care. Although many respondents reported that the CC centres were established too late to substantially reduce transmission, the centres effectively identified hidden cases and provided basic treatment for other morbidities when few other options existed.

Despite capacity challenges, UNICEF also undertook community-based C4D campaigns in each country, reaching nearly 3 million households, and contributed to behaviour changes that helped to sustain or accelerate reductions in transmission. As the outbreak escalated, it became clear that informed, motivated and empowered communities were needed to stop Ebola rather than one-way communication. The C4D strategy evolved accordingly and community engagement became more consistently effective once medical anthropologists and social scientists were engaged in shaping the messaging.\(^5\)

At the height of the epidemic in mid-2014, UNICEF provided little direct child protection services to Ebola orphans and very few children received psychosocial support. Targets for supporting Ebola orphans were only met across the three countries by September 2015, and for psychosocial support were only met across the three countries by December 2015, by which time UNICEF had reached more than 320,000 children. Overall response implementation struggled to integrate child protection services, as well as education and other services (e.g. nutrition), into the complete system at community level; and did not sufficiently involve these programmes in a sequenced second phase to address Ebola’s secondary effects and humanitarian consequences.

UNICEF made broader operational contributions to the response through its largest supply operation to date, delivering more than 8,000 metric tonnes of supplies by mid-2015, and through WASH programmes implemented in CC centres, Ebola treatment units (ETUs), health structures, schools and some 2.8 million households in affected areas.

**Efficiency of the response**

UNICEF’s Ebola response was well-funded, receiving US$437.8 million, or 86 per cent of the total funding appeal, by mid-November 2015.\(^6\) Funding gaps were generally larger, however, during the critical period of September 2014–December 2014, when the country office responses in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone were funded at 44 per cent, 37 per cent and 54 per cent, respectively. This is compared with 2015, when appeals were generally funded at over 70 per cent.

The response fell short of efficiency expectations, especially in terms of timeliness. UNICEF and partners missed key opportunities to successfully contain the outbreak (March 2014–July 2014); tackle its alarming growth (August 2014–November 2014); and deal with its secondary effects and human consequences (August 2014–early 2015). UNICEF’s C4D function began to reach capacity in December 2014, and CC centres only became operational after the outbreak’s peak. Targets for non-prioritized programmes such as child protection were only met several months after the L3 declaration.

The response’s efficiency was primarily determined by the mobilization and utilization of supplies and human and financial resources. While the supply and logistics response demonstrated efficiency by acting with speed and competence when the L3 was declared, human resources presented a major challenge to efficiency as UNICEF struggled to mobilize sufficient numbers of emergency staff while also addressing duty of care requirements. The response was also slowed by the inconsistent application of accelerated financial and

---


administrative procedures at the country level. At times, key management functions, including global coordination, strategy, planning and monitoring, also undermined efficiency.

**Internal coordination**
UNICEF’s Simplified Standard Operating Procedures (SSOPs) for L3 emergencies – the organization’s internal coordination process for emergency response – functioned adequately and contributed to effectiveness but also showed room for improvement. The appointment in October 2014 of the dedicated Global Emergency Coordinator (GEC) with public health expertise facilitated clear direction at a time of uncertainty and brought a necessary focus to stopping transmission through a community-led approach. The GEC’s public health leadership was challenged at country and regional levels, however, and decisions made through exceptional mechanisms such as the Core Directors Group instead of the Emergency Management Team were contested. The Ebola Cell struggled to mobilize an optimal emergency response without the full functional capacities of EMOPS.

In terms of strategy, planning and monitoring, although UNICEF’s community-based public health strategy was essential to stopping Ebola transmission, it was also undermined by varied understandings of Ebola-related risks and the rationale for intervention. A divide was observed between those who accepted the logic of intervening primarily to stop Ebola transmission and those who felt the response should focus on addressing the impact of the outbreak on children. The UNICEF strategy also faced challenges related to programme integration and sequencing, the lack of inter-sectoral strategy development and lack of clarity about how all sectors could contribute to stopping Ebola transmission.

In regards to information management, UNICEF and partners were initially working with limited epidemiological data for guiding programmatic decisions. By 2015, however, UNICEF was making growing use of real-time monitoring, partner reporting and innovative information and communications technology (ICT) applications to support programmes.

**External coordination**
Although UNICEF’s contributions to stopping Ebola involved working closely with governments, the United Nations system and other partners, external coordination sometimes constrained UNICEF’s own effectiveness. At the strategic leadership level, the United Nations country teams and humanitarian country teams did not manage to contain Ebola from March to July 2014 and did not provide a well-coordinated strategic response at the L3 declaration until Ebola crisis managers were deployed. While the establishment of UNMEER in September 2014 and the appointment of Ebola crisis managers provided empowered and focused public health leadership that filled a strategic coordination gap, these mechanisms did not adequately engage United Nations operational actors.

At the operational level, the establishment of UNMEER’s technical pillars partially undermined the coordination that was already underway among UNICEF and other United Nations agencies. The pillars also presented new challenges to UNICEF, as the lead of the community engagement and social mobilization coordination pillar (although this pillar was also seen to add value), and initially left gaps in the coordination of child protection, education and WASH, for which pillars were not established and other coordination mechanisms were required. Most UNICEF actors saw little added value in UNMEER, which came late in the response and detracted from early response efforts.

**Accountability**
Accountability in the UNICEF response was satisfactory across a range of key commitments, with room for improvement at the community level. Although the response came late, its objectives and activities were well aligned with national and international strategies for stopping Ebola and recovery, and were consistent with national development priorities related to government leadership and coordination. UNICEF’s response Objective 1 (stopping Ebola) and the responses in each country were highly relevant to the epidemiological context and were delivered to affected communities without bias. At the community level, implementation strategies became increasingly appropriate through regular learning exercises, and UNICEF’s community-based approach meant increasing transparency, feedback and participation – all key provisions of accountability to affected populations (AAP).

UNICEF’s response fell short of wider accountabilities for humanitarian action and child protection, however. Response objectives and activities were not well aligned with UNICEF’s Core Commitments for Children in Humanitarian Action (CCCs) and specific child protection responsibilities. UNICEF’s response Objective 1 (stopping Ebola) and prioritized strategy were not directly relevant to meeting the secondary needs arising from the Ebola outbreak or the specific needs of affected children. The response itself did not prioritize addressing the pressing humanitarian and protection needs of children and was at times at odds with national priorities for strengthening health systems.

Conclusions

1. UNICEF’s public health response made a useful contribution to stopping the transmission of Ebola, most notably through community engagement, isolation and care activities, and the large-scale delivery of supplies and WASH support.

2. UNICEF’s response neither promptly nor adequately addressed Ebola’s serious secondary humanitarian consequences and specific effects on children.

3. Although UNICEF worked to support, maintain and strengthen health systems in the three affected countries, the organization and partners struggled to reinforce basic services in the wider recovery effort without adequate funding and as a result, national health systems remained vulnerable to public health threats.

4. As a key health partner and actor in the WHO-led response, UNICEF shared responsibility for critical delays in preventing and responding to Ebola. In some cases, UNICEF’s effectiveness was constrained by inadequate inter-agency strategic leadership and operational coordination.

5. UNICEF’s contributions relied significantly on an innovative community-based response implementation model that involved targeted actions at the community level to generate community behaviour change.

6. UNICEF provided the strategic direction needed to stop Ebola transmission, but its leadership was hampered by inadequate institutional arrangements, performance management and information analysis.

7. UNICEF’s mobilization of financial, human and supply capacities enabled a large-scale response and made strong material contributions to effectiveness but struggled with new Ebola-specific challenges and existing gaps in human resource competencies.
8. UNICEF’s response did not sufficiently rely on knowledge management and the organization remained only partially prepared for future public health emergencies. UNICEF did, however, make significant efforts to learn by doing.

9. Although UNICEF’s response was aligned with the inter-agency public health strategy and EVD epidemiological context, the lack of a suitable policy and accountability framework for public health emergencies meant that the response was disconnected from the CCCs, which were neither fully appropriate nor relevant to a public health emergency.

**Recommendations**

1. UNICEF WCARO, country offices and partners in the three most-affected countries should ensure at minimum that: 1) health systems retain a rapid response capacity to prevent Ebola outbreaks and develop International Health Regulations (IHR) core capacities; 2) community health systems are reinforced in the most-affected communities; and 3) children most affected by Ebola receive adequate protection.

2. The UNICEF Global Management Team (GMT) should develop a policy and accountability framework for responding to public health emergencies that includes: 1) specific goals; 2) programme guidance; 3) global partnership objectives; and 4) assessment of broader humanitarian risks. Whether produced as an addendum to the CCCs or a separate policy, it should complement and build on rather than duplicate UNICEF’s existing emergency response policies and processes.

3. The UNICEF GMT should recognize areas for improvement and strengthen coordination, strategy and information capacities for public health emergencies. Drawing on lessons learned from the Ebola response, UNICEF should develop tools, guidance and mechanisms and strengthen capacities for: 1) global emergency coordination; 2) planning, programme support and performance monitoring; and 3) information and knowledge management functions.

4. The UNICEF GMT should continue to strengthen capacities for rapid, large-scale deployment of financial, human and material resources in emergencies by: 1) applying lessons and protocols from the Ebola response about duty of care; 2) significantly increasing emergency human resource capacities and emergency competencies in country offices; and 3) involving operational and administrative staff in strategy and programme management.

5. UNICEF EMOPS and the UNICEF Programme Division should further develop the community-based approach as an implementation modality inclusive of strong AAP and community engagement components. Recognizing the central role of communities in stopping Ebola, UNICEF should focus on strengthening local capacities and systems for health and social protection at the community level. This effort should include means of increasing capacity within UNICEF for community engagement and social mobilization and improving programme integration at the community level.
INTRODUCTION

1. This report presents the findings, conclusions and recommendations of an evaluation conducted between November 2015 and September 2016 of UNICEF’s response to the Ebola outbreak in West Africa. The report is organized into five sections covering the response effectiveness, efficiency, internal coordination, external coordination and accountability. This Section describes: a) the evaluation purpose, objectives and scope; b) the evaluation methodology; c) the context of the Ebola outbreak and responses across Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone; and d) the UNICEF response in these countries in 2014–2015.

Evaluation purpose, objectives and scope

2. The purpose of this evaluation is “to provide an impartial assessment of UNICEF’s response to the needs of the affected populations and other challenges arising from the Ebola outbreak in West Africa” towards the following three specific objectives:

1) Accountability: To provide an assessment of UNICEF’s response to the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, enabling defined stakeholder groups to offer feedback and recognize overall value;
2) Learning: To highlight as conclusions the main lessons for UNICEF, to contribute to knowledge management and public health emergency preparedness; and
3) Strategy: To provide strategic recommendations a) to UNICEF HQ on preparing for future public health emergencies; and b) to UNICEF’s regional and country offices on responding to emergency, recovery and reconstruction.

3. The primary audiences for this report are UNICEF actors at both HQ and regional levels. The secondary audiences are country office actors in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone.

Scope

4. The evaluation focuses on the UNICEF corporate response to the Ebola outbreak emergency, as coordinated and implemented jointly by UNICEF country offices and partners, UNICEF WCARO and HQ-based coordination, programme and operational actors. Its primary geographic scope covers the three most-affected countries – Guinea, Sierra Leone and Liberia – and its temporal scope covers the L3 emergency period from August 2014 to the end of 2015 (see Annex 1).

5. In relation to the UNICEF HAC 2014-2015 appeal for the Ebola outbreak, the evaluation focuses on Objective 1 (stopping Ebola), for which activities were prioritized and completed, and to a lesser degree on Objective 3 (supporting early recovery), for which activities remained underway and extended beyond the evaluation period. It does not focus on Objective 2 (preparedness), which was implemented in the wider region beyond the three response countries.

6. The analysis is broadly focused on the strategic challenge of coordinating UNICEF’s levels, programmes and operational functions (i.e. how these elements combined to deliver an effective response). As such, it does not attempt to provide detailed information or a technical assessment of implementation. As reflected in the Terms of Reference, the evaluation prioritized HAC programmes in: 1) health/case management, including CC centres; 2) C4D,

7 See Annex 1, Terms of Reference.
social mobilization and community engagement; and 3) child protection, particularly family tracing and reunification and care for separated and unaccompanied children. Other programmes are considered where relevant.

**Methodology**

7. During the inception phase, a scoping exercise and stakeholder analysis were conducted to sharpen the evaluation focus and maximize its utility. Three primary stakeholder groups were identified: 1) governance actors such as UNICEF actors at HQ and regional levels with a formal a governance or oversight stake in the organization’s Ebola response; 2) implementation actors, including UNICEF country office staff and key partners responsible for delivering programmes; and 3) affected people, covering all people affected by the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, particularly in the most-affected communities.

8. The inception phase also saw the development of an analytical approach inclusive of an evaluation framework, evaluation questions and an evaluation matrix. The evaluation framework used the criteria of effectiveness, efficiency, coordination, relevance and coherence and evaluation questions were derived from these criteria in five key evaluation questions (KEQs) and sub-questions (SQs). The evaluation matrix defined data collection and analysis processes for each key evaluation question and sub-question and guided the team’s work (see Annex 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key evaluation questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. How effective was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. How efficient was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. How well-coordinated internally was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. How well-coordinated externally was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. How accountable was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

9. Data collection and analysis was conducted according to a mixed methods approach. Data collection involved both qualitative and quantitative techniques, including: 1) lessons review; 2) document review; 3) data analyses; 4) stakeholder consultations; 5) stakeholder polling (see Annex 3); and 6) case studies of affected communities (see Annex 4). Separate analyses were conducted using information gathered from each method and a synthesis analysis brought these together for each sub-question. Team-based deliberations and assessments were then conducted for each question before the report was drafted (see Annex 5).

10. Field missions were undertaken to Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone and to UNICEF WCARO in Dakar, Senegal, in February and March 2016. In each affected country, analysts conducted consultations and polling with implementation actors and national leaders, as well as case studies in two affected communities selected according to a defined protocol. Independent national researchers were contracted to contribute to data collection and analysis. In each mission, ongoing detailed analysis and triangulation was conducted using an evidence matrix and preliminary findings were presented to UNICEF country office leadership for the purposes of feedback and validation.

11. Evidence-based findings were developed by: 1) using data collected from all sources and methods to initially identify findings; 2) discussing and validating preliminary findings through sessions held in each country office, WCARO and with the Evaluation Reference Group; 3) preparing a synthesis of findings, in part through a two-day team workshop; 4) preparing draft
findings in report form for review by the team and evaluation manager, which lead to the preparation of conclusions and recommendations; 5) conducting an iterative process of commenting, feedback and revision with the Evaluation Reference Group and then with a wider group of UNICEF stakeholders.

Limitations

12. Multiple strategies and results frameworks were expressed in a variety of documents and data, including the HAC, the Regional Response Strategy, and the Programme Guidance Note, as well as the WHO Roadmap, the STEPP strategy (1) stop the outbreak; 2) treat the infected; 3) ensure essential services; 4) preserve stability; 5) prevent outbreaks in countries currently unaffected), three national response strategies and recovery plans. As a result of differing understandings of strategy, the performance monitoring that accompanied the response lacked a coherent framework. Performance indicators and targets were adapted to the evolving situation and at points, targets appeared misaligned, applied to some activities and not others or lacked time series data.

13. As a result, assessment of UNICEF’s contributions to stopping the transmission of Ebola relies on stakeholder consultations, stakeholder polling and the lessons and document review. The absence of appropriate outcome monitoring made it difficult to assess the effectiveness of UNICEF’s community-based approach, outcomes achieved with partners and UNICEF’s impact on the Ebola outbreak.

14. The evaluation sought to answer whether inputs (financial, human resources and other) were broadly consistent with the results achieved. However, analysis of costs was complicated by the way spending is reported in UNICEF’s Virtual Integrated System of Information, particularly the aggregate nature of financial coding. Categories such as ‘health’ and ‘child protection’ did not allow for analysis in relation to specific objectives or activities. For example, spending on CC centres was not disaggregated from wider health spending. In addition, the use of codes varied between countries and some programme areas (i.e. C4D) were captured in broad cross-sectoral categories. Due to these challenges, the available financial data are used in a descriptive manner.

15. Assessment of UNICEF’s response process relied on the L3 SSOPs, which are designed to “simplify, streamline and clarify UNICEF procedures related to emergencies to enable a more effective response” and are intended to “apply to all situations where the UNICEF Executive Director has declared a L3 emergency”. As such, they can be translated into benchmarks of performance in humanitarian settings. However, many of the SSOPs were considered not applicable in a public health emergency and thus the evaluation could make only limited use of these standards.

16. Evaluating external coordination focused on the extent to which those coordination structures and mechanisms helped or hindered UNICEF’s response. The evaluation did not examine how well UNICEF helped the wider, multi-actor response, which would have required an analysis beyond the scope of this evaluation.

17. Examination of accountability issues was limited by the lack of a suitable accountability or policy framework. UNICEF’s CCCs provide an accountability framework for humanitarian responses to rapid onset natural disasters and conflicts, but were not fully applicable for a public health
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emergency response. Moreover, with UNICEF’s focused engagement in communities, AAP commitments emerged as a particularly relevant theme but its assessment was limited by lack of clarity about UNICEF’s AAP commitments and mechanisms for their implementation.

**Ebola outbreak**

18. The EVD outbreak in West Africa was unprecedented in scale, severity and complexity. From December 2013 until March 2016, Ebola infected 28,638 people and caused 11,316 deaths. EVD causes an acute serious illness, is often fatal (the average fatality rate is 50 per cent) and knows no cure or proven treatment. The Ebola epidemic in West Africa was a reminder of the stark threat posed to humanity by communicable diseases.

**Chronology**

19. In December 2013, an outbreak of haemorrhagic fever was reported in remote areas of Guinea, and in March 2014, WHO identified the outbreak as Ebola. Cases soon emerged in the capital, Conakry, and spread into Liberia. In late May 2014, the outbreak spread to Sierra Leone, and in June it reached Monrovia, the capital of Liberia. By late August 2014, 3,685 cases were recorded overall with 500–600 new cases reported each week, far more than all previous known cases of Ebola. On 8 August 2014, WHO declared the outbreak a PHEIC.

20. In September 2014, the outbreak appeared to grow exponentially. The United States Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) estimated that without additional interventions or changes in community behaviour, up to 1.4 million cases of Ebola could occur by the end of January 2015. The average case fatality rate reached 71 per cent. The United Nations Security Council designated the outbreak “a threat to peace and security.”

21. The outbreak reached its peak in late 2014 (see Figure 1). In October, case incidence began to fall in Liberia and subsequently fell in Sierra Leone. Cases in Guinea were generally lower and peaked in December 2014. In early 2015, the outbreak declined rapidly across the three countries and the number of districts with active transmission reduced substantially. The number of cases began to dwindle in late 2015 and by early 2016, the outbreak was limited to
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15 Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, ‘Ebola Virus Disease Outbreak: Overview of needs and requirements’, OCHA, September 2014.
flare ups in hotspot communities. All three countries were eventually declared Ebola-free by January 2016.\(^\text{21}\)

**Impact**

22. The countries most affected by the Ebola outbreak were ill-equipped to respond. Ranked among the poorest and least developed countries in the world, when the crisis began, Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone were recovering from instability, struggling with weak health systems and lacking core capacities for preparedness and rapid response.\(^\text{22}\) As a result, the outbreak wrought serious humanitarian, economic, development and health consequences.\(^\text{23}\) Border closures reduced trade, manufacturing slowed, small businesses closed and unemployment increased, particularly among youth. Livelihoods deteriorated for millions of people. National gross domestic product growth rates plummeted.\(^\text{24}\) Fragile health systems were severely compromised as a disproportionate number of health care workers died, further reducing a low ratio of health care workers to population. Non-Ebola related deaths increased as immunization and other preventive measures were restricted. Entire educational systems were either shut down or school openings were delayed and many teachers lost their lives.\(^\text{25}\)

**Figure 1: West African Ebola cases 2014–2015\(^\text{26}\)**

23. The outbreak’s direct impact was most evident at the local level. UNICEF noted that 90 per cent of Ebola cases were concentrated in the 20 most-affected districts across the three countries.\(^\text{27}\) Many communities were initially overcome by fear, suspicion and hostility towards external health actors. Families hid symptomatic members and continued unsafe burial practices. In

\(^\text{22}\) United Nations Development Programme, 2015.  
\(^\text{25}\) Ibid.  
\(^\text{26}\) World Health Organization.  
some cases, EVD sufferers were shunned and left to die in the streets, families of victims became subject to quarantine conditions and survivors experienced stigmatization. Livelihoods suffered from temporary bans on traditional markets, local restaurants and gatherings of all kinds. Farmers were reluctant to engage in communal labour in the fields.

24. Children were disproportionately affected by the outbreak. More than 5,000 children were infected and children comprised one in five of all infections. The mortality rate for children under 5 years was 80 per cent and for children under 1 year was as high as 95 per cent. Some 16,000 children lost parents or caregivers to Ebola and as a result, had to be fostered and remained vulnerable. For many of the 9 million children in Ebola-affected areas, the outbreak was terrifying. These children witnessed death and suffering and watched people in frightening protective clothes take away patients and bodies. The closure of schools in Guinea for five months, in Liberia for seven months and in Sierra Leone for nine months denied children in those countries education and normal social interaction. Ebola also overstretched crucial health, nutrition and WASH services and severely affected national activities to tackle measles, malaria and other diseases that disproportionately affect children.

**National and international response**

25. It took the national and international response the greater part of 2014 to help bring the outbreak under control. External reviews found the outbreak was aggravated by challenges related to surveillance, underestimation of scale and minimization by governments. Deficiencies were revealed “in almost every aspect of global defences against potential pandemics”, until the outbreak was ultimately brought under control thanks to community health workers and local leaders and the massive deployment of international resources.

26. In 2014, national health care systems in particular struggled to cope with the Ebola outbreak. Health care workers became infected and died at alarming rates, further diminishing capacities and increasing fears. INGOs active in affected countries were overwhelmed by the scale of the Ebola outbreak and struggled to find adequate human resources to scale up the response or experienced personnel willing to risk exposing themselves and their families to the virus.

27. As the outbreak wore on, world powers strengthened their resolve to contain the outbreak. In 2014–2015, national governments, INGO partners and the United Nations system, led first by WHO and subsequently by UNMEER, took measures to coordinate response efforts to control the outbreak and prevent its further spread through the development of a regional response plan (July 2014), a response roadmap (August 2014), UNMEER United Nations-wide operational planning (October 2014), national Ebola recovery strategies (early 2015) and learning exercises (2015–2016). The United States and the United Kingdom responded in Liberia and Sierra Leone, respectively, by deploying thousands of troops and logistical assets such as ships, aircraft and field hospitals. Pharmaceutical companies, governments and aid
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agencies also worked to develop a vaccine against Ebola, with trials beginning in September 2014.\textsuperscript{34}

28. As the outbreak came under control, in 2015–2016, concerted efforts were made to learn lessons from the Ebola response and strengthen global defences against public health emergencies. All exercises (listed below) offered recommendations for addressing these shortcomings moving forward.\textsuperscript{35}

- An independent assessment requested by the WHO Executive Board found organizational failings in the functioning of WHO and shortcomings in the implementation of international health regulations.\textsuperscript{36}
- A report of the United Nations Secretary General found that UNMEER brought strategic benefits but recommended that an improved and streamlined model be used for future emergencies.\textsuperscript{37}
- An independent panel from the Harvard Global Health Institute and London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine found that the epidemic exposed deep inadequacies in national and international institutions responsible for protecting the public from the consequences of infectious disease outbreaks.\textsuperscript{38}
- The High-Level Panel on the Global Response to Health Crises for the United Nations Secretary-General found that the outbreak was preventable and the world remains ill-prepared to address the threat posed by epidemics.\textsuperscript{39}
- The Commission on a Global Health Risk Framework for the Future found the epidemic was both a tragedy and a wake-up call that revealed deficiencies in almost every aspect of global defences against potential pandemics.\textsuperscript{40}

**UNICEF’s response**

29. UNICEF country office responses to the Ebola outbreak began in early 2014 and UNICEF eventually declared an L3 corporate emergency on 4 September 2014, three weeks after WHO declared a PHEIC.\textsuperscript{41} In September 2014, UNICEF country offices developed specific country response plans with support from WCARO and HQ, which contributed to the development of a first organizational strategy. UNICEF’s planned response from December 2014 to June 2015 was outlined in the HAC 2014–2015 Ebola outbreak appeal,\textsuperscript{42} which also provided a transparent performance framework for the response. In line with the STEPP framework, the HAC defined three goals:\textsuperscript{43} 1) to stop the outbreak through actions at community level; 2) to prepare for


outbreaks in additional countries; and 3) to contribute to maintaining or building back better of the primary health care and other social systems in the most affected countries (see Figure 2).

30. Associated with these goals, UNICEF adopted three objectives: 1) to bring the outbreak under control through contributing significantly to system-wide goals of 100 per cent early isolation and 100 per cent safe burial in each of the affected countries; 2) to prevent other high-risk countries from suffering major outbreaks during this period;44 and 3) to support early recovery and the initiation of building back better primary health care systems and other social services. In the HAC appeal, these objectives were underwritten by a range of key interventions and activities, which are depicted below as a logic model (see Figure 2). While a common approach was adopted across the three countries, each country response was also adapted to its specific context.

Figure 2. Humanitarian Action for Children Ebola outbreak response logic model

31. The HAC framework was complemented by the UNICEF Ebola Regional Response Strategy (October 2014), which defined UNICEF’s contribution to the UNMEER-led STEPP objectives; a Programme Guidance Note (November 2014); and an update to the HAC to cover the period from July 2015–December 2015. The Programme Guidance Note emphasized a community approach to behaviour change for country offices, with an immediate focus on the containment of the epidemic in ways that ‘do no harm’. It defined a community-based response with two objectives: 1) to reduce transmission of Ebola through isolation and care of patients at appropriately staffed and resourced CC centres located at the community level; and 2) to build trust with communities by mobilizing and empowering them as partners in the response to Ebola, including through the physical protection of affected children.

32. Overall UNICEF’s Ebola response was well-funded, though initially resources were slow to arrive.45 By mid-November 2015, UNICEF had received US$437.8 million, or 86 per cent of the

44 Objective 2 was not assessed in this evaluation and was outside of the geographic scope of the evaluation.
Funding gaps were larger during the critical period of September 2014–December 2014, when the responses of Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone were funded at 44 per cent, 37 per cent and 54 per cent, respectively. This is compared with 2015 when the country appeals were typically funded at over 70 per cent. The Liberia appeal was very well funded at US$139 million, while Guinea and Sierra Leone received relatively strong funding at US$108 million and US$125 million, respectively, leaving gaps of 7 per cent, 23 per cent and 22 per cent, respectively by mid-November 2015. In the HAC 2015, WCARO and HQ (EMOPS, Supply Division, Division of Human Resources and Programme Division) costs were revised to US$21.9 million and were 100 per cent covered.

By sector, health was the largest area of spending (35 per cent) followed by WASH (17 per cent) and C4D/cross-cutting (15 per cent). The child protection and education sectors were roughly equal with 11 per cent of overall spending each. Nutrition and HIV made up much smaller amounts of total expenditures (5 per cent and 1 per cent, respectively). By cost category, the majority of expenditures were either for supplies and commodities (41 per cent) or transfer and grants to counterparts (41 per cent). General operating costs and contractual services accounted for 8 per cent and 6 per cent, respectively. By sector and cost category, health sector supplies and commodities accounted for 20 per cent of response spending across the three countries. Annex 6 provides aggregated data across the three countries by sector and cost category and a tabulation of the 10 largest expenditure items.

UNICEF made considerable efforts to learn from the response. In February 2015, UNICEF senior managers met in Dakar to consider lessons learned, take stock of the situation, identify corrective measures and inform planning for the recovery phase. The resulting lesson learned document highlighted lessons and recurring challenges in key priority areas and provided more than 70 short- and long-term suggestions for action. Building on the lessons learned exercise and an accompanying management response, in November 2015, UNICEF drafted a guidance note on the agency’s proposed role in future public health emergencies. In January 2016 a communication by the UNICEF Executive Director launched the Health Emergency Preparedness Initiative to strengthen UNICEF’s capacity to support multisector health emergency responses. In 2016, the initiative started to implement a set of key activities through a technical working group.
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47 As defined by the Virtual Integrated System of Information e-Glossary, funds utilized include open commitments and disbursements. The data presented here include Ebola-related funds utilized for the years 2014 and 2015 for the three country offices. Data were categorized by sector and expenditure type and are described above.
50 Anthony Lake, UNICEF Executive Director, internal email communication, 28 January 2016.
SECTION 1: EFFECTIVENESS

KEQ1. How effective was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?

This section offers an assessment of the response’s overall effectiveness, along with findings about 1) achievements in relation to HAC Objective 1; 2) contributions in relation to HAC Objective 1 (stopping Ebola); and 3) achievements in relation to HAC Objective 3 (recovery).

35. Overall, UNICEF’s response to Ebola was moderately effective across the three most-affected countries. In 2015, UNICEF generally performed well in regards to the HAC Objective 1 targets and indicators. Working with inter-agency partners and governments, UNICEF contributed to stopping Ebola through community engagement, isolation and care and large-scale delivery of supplies and WASH support; and effectively implemented an innovative community-based response aimed at stopping transmission. UNICEF struggled to reinforce health care systems, however, which remained weak, and wider recovery efforts suffered from funding gaps.

1.1 Stopping transmission

SQ1.1 How well did the response achieve HAC Objective 1 and indicators?

This question is concerned with UNICEF’s achievements towards HAC Objective 1, i.e. to contribute to stopping the outbreak through actions at community level and help bring the outbreak under control through early isolation and safe burial, and in particular the roles of the CC centres, C4D and child protection.

36. Overall, UNICEF performed well against Objective 1 targets. Monitoring data shows most indicator targets and HAC targets were met by 2015, including those related to: a) establishing and operationalizing CC centres, which aimed to bring disease prevention and control capabilities to the community level; b) prepositioning and using Rapid Isolation Treatment for Ebola (RITEs) and rapid response teams to address hotspots; c) reaching households with face-to-face Ebola messages; d) supporting Ebola orphans and providing affected children with psychosocial support; e) supporting radio education broadcasts and providing learning kits and hygiene packages to support a return to school; f) delivering infection prevention and control supplies to health structures, training community health workers and immunizing children under 5 years against measles; g) and providing WASH services to ETUs and CC centres.

Community care centres
37. In line with indicator targets, UNICEF established 42 CC centres in Sierra Leone by December 2014 and a total of 64 CC centres across the three countries by late March 2015. Studies consistently suggest the CC centres were an effective community-based mechanism for screening, triaging and isolating Ebola suspects, while patients felt CC centre care was of high quality and appreciated that it was accessible and free. In Sierra Leone, communities and
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national leaders saw the CC centres as a positive and important measure, and implementing partners found that they were managed well with UNICEF support and technical training. Implementers reported more difficulties in the construction of CC centres in Liberia, where the RITEs approach was preferred, and in Guinea,\textsuperscript{55} where there was considerable resistance to CC centres from government and Guinea Country Office actors.

38. A number of studies and assessments found that the CC centres contributed to stopping Ebola by providing early isolation and care at the community level. In Sierra Leone, the combined introduction of thousands of additional treatment beds (through the establishment of CC centres and ETUs) is calculated to have prevented 56,600 Ebola cases,\textsuperscript{56} while also effectively identifying new cases and reducing transmission. Lessons learned indicate that community-based care and community-level acceptance and ownership of the centres helped to turn the tide of the outbreak, especially given the distrust and fear that characterized the early epidemic.\textsuperscript{57}

39. Implementers in Sierra Leone noted that CC centres provided an important and trusted local ‘filter’ with basic treatment for other morbidities when few other options existed.\textsuperscript{58} Communities also appreciated the CC centres for their proximity, community involvement, local staffing, free treatments for other illnesses and free meals for in-patients. UNICEF found that between November 2014 and January 2015, the 6,129 patients triaged and 719 EVD suspects identified in the 46 operational CC centres in Sierra Leone had nearly all lived nearby, were self-referred and accessed the CC centres outside of the national alert system.\textsuperscript{59} National leaders felt the CC centres made a difference as a way of isolating suspect cases.

40. Many actors associated risks with the CC centres, however, including Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF), which opposed them, and stakeholders interviewed in Sierra Leone, who feared that poorly run CC centres would become “warehousing for the dying”. By mid-2015,\textsuperscript{60} the CC centres were superseded by RITEs and rapid response teams better adapted to the changing epidemic and better able to tackle hotspots and resurgences in remote areas. As one WCARO expert commented, “the CC centres were right at the time and only wrong afterwards”.

41. Despite their contributions, the CC centres became operational too late to substantially reduce transmission.\(^{61}\) By one estimate, an additional 12,500 cases might have been avoided if the CC centres had been introduced a month earlier.\(^{62}\) HQ actors attributed critical delays to long discussions with WCARO and country office actors to reach agreement on the CC centres. Other response actors suggested it would have been much quicker and cheaper to build smaller structures using local materials or to adapt existing community structures for the same purpose. Only half of all respondents agreed that UNICEF supported the establishment of enough CC centres, facilities or sites (RITEs) in rural areas to offer early isolation and basic care for Ebola patients. Respondents in Sierra Leone were more likely to agree with this statement (77 per cent) compared with respondents in Guinea (60 per cent) and Liberia (38 per cent).

42. During 2015, UNICEF prepositioned RITEs in Liberia and Sierra Leone but only used them in Liberia; rapid response teams were used instead in Sierra Leone and Guinea. In Liberia, 18 RITEs were prepositioned in March 2015 – including three that were used in hotspot communities – and maintained until February 2016. In Sierra Leone, rapid response teams were used to respond to hotspots between May 2015 and December 2015. In Guinea, rapid response teams responded multiple times to hotspots between May 2015 and February 2016.

Communication for Development

43. Beginning in March 2014, UNICEF worked with ministries of health to implement awareness campaigns to stop Ebola. By mobilizing its more than 50,000 community volunteers, UNICEF’s C4D programme conducted mass media campaigns, house-to-house sensitization campaigns, social mobilization through community-based organizations and leaders, and negotiation with affected communities about how intervention teams would work with them.

44. Implementers and communities reported that UNICEF effectively undertook behaviour change campaigns in each country. In Sierra Leone, UNICEF printed an estimated 90 per cent of information, education and communication materials used in the response\(^{63}\) and communities acknowledged efforts to provide information by radio, posters and community mobilizers. As illustrated in Figure 3, surveys found that attitudes changed over the period of time corresponding to the expanded outreach. In Liberia, implementers report using multiple media outlets, as well as religious leaders, teachers, community meetings, radio stations, U-Report and mobile phones. Communities also praised the work of radio stations broadcasting in local languages and reaching out to communities through road shows and hosted discussions. In Guinea, implementers and communities highlighted their appreciation of door-to-door visits by mobilizers using illustrated flipcharts, as well as radio stations, theatre and community platforms.
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63 Information provided by Health Education Division, Sierra Leone Ministry of Health.
UNICEF met all targets for reaching households with face-to-face Ebola messages by May 2015, reaching more than 2 million households across the three countries. In June 2015, UNICEF reached almost 3 million households, exceeding targets, and continued to reach similarly high numbers thereafter (see Figure 4).

At least until late 2014, however, external reviews and UNICEF reflections highlight that ineffective or even counter-productive communication did not effectively limit the spread of EVD. As the outbreak progressed, it became clear that informed, motivated and empowered communities, rather than one-way communication, were needed to stop Ebola.
learning exercises recognized serious gaps in supporting community-led initiatives from July 2014, while external evaluations and studies noted this approach would have been highly effective in stopping transmission. In Sierra Leone, early efforts were characterized by the development of information, education and communication materials; the underfunding of a larger social mobilization package; and the ineffectiveness of C4D programmes during a critical early phase (August 2014–September 2014).

Between March 2014 and August 2014, UNICEF and partners implemented many poorly-conceived public information campaigns, reflecting inadequate C4D capacities at the country office level. UNICEF initially used inappropriate stock messages (e.g. “if you get Ebola you will die), using billboards, megaphones and t-shirted groups chanting in the streets of the main towns. These campaigns were highly visible and raised awareness of the EVD threat but offered few practical solutions and likely served to undermine social mobilization and behaviour change. In Guinea, women interviewed said they neither understood nor believed these messages and admitted to evading and in one case hurling stones at campaigners. Learning exercises also report that between June 2014 and September 2014, uncoordinated messages among agencies created confusion.

**Figure 4. Households reached with interpersonal messages on Ebola prevention (June 2015–December 2015)**

By late 2014, UNICEF made improvements to C4D, moving from the generation of information, education and communication materials and public awareness raising efforts towards greater
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dialogue with communities, widespread deployment of community-based social mobilizers and community engagement training. Reviews show that UNICEF increasingly relied on and funded local non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and consortia that were innovative, effective and community-led in their C4D approaches. Learning exercises noted that community engagement also became more consistently effective once medical anthropologists and social scientists were engaged and communication was better informed by synchronous surveillance data and real-time behavioural and anthropological studies. Eventually, C4D managed to reflect the epidemiological and cultural idiosyncrasies and perception of the disease. In Sierra Leone, implementers agreed that C4D eventually played a central role in strengthening community engagement. In Guinea, implementers and national leaders recognized similar improvements, especially after the engagement of anthropologists.

Despite these improvements, UNICEF continued to lack the capacities needed to implement action research and incorporate learning through feedback loops, which is fundamental to C4D. Both internal and external lessons learned documents consistently found that UNICEF C4D was not prepared for EVD and underestimated the staffing capacity (in both expertise and number) necessary to support a successful C4D campaign to stop the transmission of Ebola. In Liberia, UNICEF initially lacked the staff, models, horizontal and vertical networks and relationships necessary for effective C4D. The need to set up a C4D section caused delays.

UNICEF also struggled to lead and coordinate the UNMEER Community Engagement and Social Mobilization Pillar, according to external reviews and UNICEF reflection. UNICEF recognized its coordination performance was inadequate, lacking the relationships, capacities and technical skills to fulfil its lead role. For example, in Sierra Leone, country office actors noted weak coordination and inadequate technical leadership until additional senior-level C4D capacity was deployed.

**Child protection**

In line with the HAC, UNICEF worked to provide a minimum package of psychosocial support services to all children affected by EVD and a minimum package of support – including family tracing and family-based care – to Ebola orphans and survivors. Programme implementation depended on working with ministries of social welfare, national social workers and local and international child protection NGOs such as Save the Children.
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UNICEF achieved its targets for supporting Ebola orphans and providing psychosocial support to children. Between late 2014 and mid-2015, the Liberia and Sierra Leone country offices provided psychosocial support to children on a steady basis, reaching 4,000 and 10,000 children, on average, respectively. Guinea began reporting on the provision of psychosocial support to Ebola-affected children in January 2015 and steadily increased the number reached through December 2015 to more than 130,000. Targets were met or exceeded from late 2014 into early 2015, with over 14,000 Ebola orphans assisted and more than 320,000 children receiving psychosocial support across the three countries by December 2015.

Yet child protection programmes struggled to address Ebola’s severe secondary effects on children – such as stigmatization, increased teenage pregnancy and lack of appropriate care, family livelihoods and access to education – for much of the evaluation period. An internal review observed that UNICEF struggled to understand and address Ebola’s impact on children and advocate for child protection interventions due to a lack of child-specific data. Moreover, in its response to Ebola, UNICEF struggled to ensure the effectiveness of psychosocial support, the relative appropriateness of institutional care rather than family-based care, and the operational effectiveness of its cash transfer programming. The review outlines specific lessons learned for the operationalization of child protection in similar circumstances and the need to institutionalize these lessons through Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs). More fundamentally, it emphasizes the need to appropriately prioritize child protection in public health emergencies and ensure adequate monitoring and data collection regarding the evolving impact of the crisis on children.

Child protection programmes began to address secondary effects more comprehensively during 2015. Eventually UNICEF strengthened child protection programmes at the community level to address psychosocial and physical protection needs, leaving more than three quarters of UNICEF stakeholders agreeing that UNICEF integrated child protection services into the response. Lessons learned also indicate that existing child protection programmes demonstrated their capacity to adequately respond with others to small outbreaks in 2015. Communities confirmed they set up child welfare committees and provided training in psychosocial first aid to support survivors and children otherwise affected by Ebola.
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Figure 5. Registered Ebola orphans provided with minimum package of care

55. UNICEF supported interim care centres (ICCs) and observational interim care centres (OICCs), quarantine care facilities established to keep children who tested EVD negative but whose parents tested positive in the ETUs. ICCs and OICCs were established in Liberia in September 2014 and Sierra Leone in November 2014 to provide an immediate place of referral from the ETU for children whose families could not be located quickly and who posed a potential risk to others because they had been in contact with an infected parent or caregiver. Most of the staff at OICCs and ICCs were Ebola survivors who were at reduced risk from exposure to EVD. UNICEF established or supported 12 ICCs and 14 OICCs in Sierra Leone and two ICCs and two transit centres in Liberia.

56. Although child protection activities were to be conducted at the community level and the OICCs quarantined children who came into contact with Ebola, these activities were largely concerned with protecting children from Ebola’s secondary effects and not specifically designed to stop Ebola transmission by strengthening community engagement, as defined in the Programme Guidance Note. No explicit link to stopping Ebola was specified in the child protection plans outlined in the HAC 2014 or the HAC 2015, and no role was specified for child protection in the STEPP or in external studies aimed at strengthening global health security and the response to public health emergencies.
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83 United Nations Children’s Fund situation reports and monitoring data, 2014-2015. Note: this graph shows registered children who lost one or two parents/primary caregivers due to EVD provided with minimum package of support (including family tracing and reunification or placement in alternative family based care).
Moreover, child protection programmes came too late to contribute significantly to stopping transmission. Learning exercises note early attempts made in July 2014–August 2014 to assess needs and understand the impacts of EVD on children, identify partners for family tracing and reunification and to provide training on psychosocial support; but the child protection response really only began in January 2015–February 2015 when resource mobilization and dedication of capacity allowed. Child protection initiatives were also delayed due to messaging from HQ that this was not a children’s emergency, lack of clear knowledge and guidance on the child protection-related impacts of the disease, and lack of appropriate intervention strategies.\(^{87}\)

### 1.2 Contributions

**SQ1.2 How important was UNICEF’s contribution to stopping Ebola?**

This question is concerned with UNICEF’s direct contributions to stopping the transmission of Ebola.

While there is widespread agreement that affected communities themselves made the greatest contribution to stopping Ebola, UNICEF and partners also made useful contributions to stopping the transmission of Ebola. This was accomplished through community engagement, isolation and care, the large-scale delivery of supplies and WASH support, and the implementation of an innovative community-based response aimed at stopping transmission. The contributions of C4D and CC centres might have been greater if delivered earlier, and the community-based approach might have been more effective if child protection and education programmes had been integrated or involved in a more closely sequenced manner.

Among both external and internal analyses, there is widespread agreement that affected communities themselves made the greatest contribution to stopping Ebola.\(^{88}\) More than three quarters of UNICEF stakeholders saw the “response of communities affected” as an important or most important factor contributing to stopping Ebola (see Figure 6).
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Once scaled up, the international public health response launched in August 2014 also made an important contribution to stopping Ebola, mainly through support to communities, local and national actors. External studies highlighted deficiencies in the response and critical delays, as total numbers of cases began to flatten and then decline as international assistance programmes became fully operational (November 2014–December 2014).\(^89\) The international response could have made a stronger contribution earlier (see Section 2),\(^90\) but important contributions were eventually made thanks to the massive deployment of international resources.

In regards to UNICEF’s contribution to stopping Ebola, the organization’s impact was made primarily through community engagement, isolation and care and the large-scale delivery of supplies and WASH support (see Section 1.1). In particular, UNICEF significantly contributed to community behaviour changes (such as safe burials and handwashing), which helped to sustain or accelerate reductions in transmission and prevent new outbreaks. Early isolation was enabled by UNICEF support for community-based isolation efforts (i.e. CC centres, RITEs, etc.) within the larger system (i.e. triage, ETUs, etc.). The centres also strengthened community engagement by being the locus for training a cadre of health workers and thereby supported community-led action against Ebola.\(^91\)

In terms of operational contributions, UNICEF WASH and supply efforts provided essential infection, prevention and control services and equipment to the CC centres and communities that helped to halt Ebola transmission at the community level. The organization provided WASH kits to some 2.8 million households in Ebola-affected areas; water and sanitation and waste

---


\(^{91}\) Abramowitz, Sharon, et al., ‘Evaluation of Save the Children’s Community-Care Centres in Dolo Town and Worhn’, 1 July 2015.
management services to 133 Ebola treatment centres and CC centres; and handwashing stations and WASH support to nearly 1,600 health centres. In Sierra Leone, UNICEF prioritized relevant WASH/C4D activities targeting dynamic disease transmission contexts and based on real-time monitoring, including providing support to hygiene promotion (community engagement) and handwashing stations for schools, markets and health facilities to guarantee the functionality of WASH services in non-Ebola affected locations. UNICEF also supplied safe water to ETUs, holding centres and CC centres, including water collection and storage containers (jerry cans) to quarantined homes.

63. UNICEF also made key contributions to halting Ebola transmission through its supply and logistics function. By mid-2014 UNICEF procured essential supplies and commodities for the response, including personal protective equipment, home hygiene and handwashing kits. By mid-2015, the organization had delivered more than 8,000 metric tonnes of supplies, the largest single supply operation in UNICEF’s history. The UNICEF Supply Division was able to negotiate lower prices for personal protective equipment through long-term agreements and, in most cases, to reduce the number of days needed to release sales orders. UNICEF stakeholders polled were more confident about achievements in supply deliveries than any other activity, with 87 per cent agreeing that UNICEF procured essential supplies and commodities.

64. Yet the community-based response left room for considerable improvement in its operational effectiveness, integration and sequencing. First, the response was consolidated and developed as a practical innovation during the Ebola outbreak, but its operational effectiveness was undermined by delays in establishing the CC centres and implementing effective C4D activities (see Section 1.1 and Section 2). Second, the approach did not adequately integrate child protection and supportive services into the complete system in a way that some actors considered necessary to change behaviour at the community level. Third, the approach struggled to involve these programmes in a sequenced second phase to address Ebola’s serious secondary effects and humanitarian needs.

1.3 Recovery

SQ1.3 How well did UNICEF achieve HAC Objective 3?

This question is concerned with UNICEF’s achievements in relation to HAC Objective 3, to support early recovery and the initiation of building back better primary health care systems and other social services.

65. Overall, UNICEF found it difficult to reinforce health care systems in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. The organization undertook some activities to support health services in Ebola-affected areas and sought to sustain community-based health care, but wider recovery efforts suffered funding gaps and health systems remained weak in the three countries. Differences of opinion also persisted in the organization about the merits of investing in CC centres versus primary health care. In the area of education, UNICEF worked to get children back to learning, reopen schools and provide guidance and support.
support on safe and protective learning environments. The efforts contributed to preventing EVD transmission in schools, where no such cases were reported.

**Health systems**

66. As reflected in HAC indicators, UNICEF undertook activities to immunize children aged 6 to 59 months against measles, train community health workers in Ebola prevention and case management, and provide health structures in Ebola-affected areas with infection prevention and control supplies. Indicator data show that by April 2015, more than 2,000 health structures in Ebola-affected areas had received infection prevention and control supplies. Targets for training community health workers were exceeded in Sierra Leone, where 9,000 received training; met in Liberia, where 650 received training; and not met in Guinea, where 1,600 received training against a target of 3,000. Some 2 million children were immunized in Liberia, Guinea and Sierra Leone between April 2015 and January 2016 in catch-up campaigns, achieving targets. However, these achievements, combined with the efforts of governments, other United Nations agencies, international and local NGOs and donor countries were not enough to meet the large-scale primary health care needs.

67. Wider recovery programmes in the three countries generated disappointing results due to significant funding gaps. From early 2015, UNICEF worked with the United Nations, the European Union, the World Bank, the African Development Bank and national governments to develop comprehensive early recovery plans, which included rebuilding health care systems, developing surveillance and building community resilience. Poor funding from donors led to low achievement against targets, however, and national leaders in both Sierra Leone and Guinea expressed uncertainty that recovery plans were being implemented. Although a total of US$5.2 billion was pledged for recovery at the International Ebola Recovery Conference held in July 2015, six months later, US$1.9 billion had not yet been committed to a specific country and little was known about how much of the remaining committed funds had been effectively delivered.

68. While UNICEF did work to reinforce primary health care systems during much of 2015, organizational actors expressed divergent opinions on the merits of having invested in CC centres versus primary health units. WCARO actors argued this approach led to the establishment of parallel health structures such as CC centres and left capacity gaps in health systems, including in the areas of maternal health and child survival. Learning exercises revealed that at times, the CC centres in Sierra Leone undermined public health systems because patients used the centres to avoid the user fees charged by primary health units. Although the CC centres were temporary structures designed for a specific use, some respondents were disappointed that only two CC centres were converted into alternate care or public health centres in Liberia, and none were converted Guinea. In Sierra Leone, however, though no CC centres were converted, CC centre supplies and capacities were transferred to the 1,185 primary health units in the country.

**Community health care**

69. During the recovery phase, UNICEF worked to sustain community-based health care to strengthen preparedness through community health services, surveillance and local

---

engagement, despite limited funding for recovery. In Sierra Leone, UNICEF implemented a strategy focused on inter-sector community engagement and data (e.g. through village development committees instead of sectors setting up multiple committees). In Liberia, UNICEF encouraged the Ministry of Health to retain a strong focus on community-based health and supported efforts to establish a permanent community-based system to facilitate trusted access and two-way communication. WCARO actors believed that overall, UNICEF contributed to strengthening community health services through community engagement.

Core capacities
70. It could not be determined what contribution UNICEF made to WHO-led efforts to build national or regional surveillance and IHR core capacities. In the recovery guidance, UNICEF and development partners recommended “developing a regional integrated disease surveillance network in West Africa”, which echoes a core capacity requirement under IHR, to maintain a “sensitive and flexible surveillance system with an early warning function”.101 Strengthening core capacities (detection, assessment, reporting and response) are requirements under IHR and investment in them is essential to preventing pandemics.102 It is notable that after the Avian Flu crisis in 2007, donors did not provide the US$26 million required for preparedness and response plans developed by the three countries, though this could have contributed significantly to preventing the Ebola outbreak and the need for a multi-billion dollar response.103

Education services
71. With more than 5 million children out of school, the UNICEF education programme made a concerted effort to get affected children back to learning. UNICEF reached an estimated 1 million children with distance learning programmes provided through community radio104 and supported governments to reopen 24,000 schools in 2015 (in January in Guinea, February in Liberia and March in Sierra Leone). UNICEF worked with the CDC and WHO to develop and implement an anti-Ebola protocols to facilitate the use of Ebola prevention measures in all affected schools and led the operationalization of Ebola-specific guidance on safe and protective learning environments. By the end of 2015, more than 6,800 schools were equipped with a minimum hygiene package for Ebola prevention.105 As a result, no cases of EVD transmission in schools were ever reported and schools helped to serve as platforms for increasing access to water and sanitation for children, promoting healthy behaviours and strengthening referrals systems between schools and health care providers.

103 Evans, Tim, ‘Solidarity and Security in Global Heath What Can We Learn from the Ebola Crisis?’ World Bank Group keynote speech delivered at the opening plenary of the Prince Mahidol Award Conference, 29 January 2015.
SECTION 2: EFFICIENCY

KEQ2. How efficient was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?

This section offers an assessment of the response’s overall efficiency based on key findings about 1) timeliness; 2) cost analysis; and 3) efficiency factors. The assessment focuses on whether the response was delivered in a timely way, whether inputs (financial, human resources and other) were broadly consistent with the results achieved and which internal process factors had the greatest impact on efficiency.

72. The response fell short of efficiency expectations, specifically in terms of timeliness. UNICEF missed key opportunities to contain the outbreak (March 2014–July 2014), tackle its alarming growth (August 2014–November 2014), and deal with its secondary effects and human consequences (August 2014–early 2015). At the same time, the response delivered supplies and logistics with notable speed and competence and made satisfactory use of resources appropriate for an emergency. Management, coordination and strategy were overriding efficiency challenges, however, as were mobilizing and deploying human and financial resources.

2.1 Timeliness

SQ2.1 Did UNICEF implement the response on time in affected countries?

73. Overall, UNICEF did not deliver a timely response. By implementing its strategy to stop Ebola just after the outbreak’s peak and only meeting targets for non-prioritized programmes, especially child protection, several months after the L3 declaration, the organization missed early opportunities to contain the outbreak.

Containment delays

74. International actors, including UNICEF, missed an opportunity to adequately contain the Ebola outbreak in March 2014, when the virus was first identified, allowing EVD to spread in the region for three months and necessitating an emergency response to deal with the consequences. External reviews highlighted this as a major surveillance failure. WHO’s delay in declaring a PHEIC also delayed the mobilization of a coordinated response between March 2014 and September 2014, resulting in inadequate isolation and care measures and the loss of many lives. At the country level, delays were attributed to weak health systems, poor surveillance, lack

---

106 Efficiency measures the outputs – qualitative and quantitative – in relation to the inputs.
107 The evaluation sought to answer whether inputs (financial, human resources and other) were broadly consistent with the results achieved. However, such an analysis was not possible for reasons described in the methodology section of this report. Information on UNICEF’s spending for the Ebola response is addressed in a descriptive manner in paragraphs 32 and 33.
of epidemiological data, denial by authorities of the magnitude of the situation for economic and political reasons, and the inability of inter-agency coordination structures to raise the alarm.\textsuperscript{110}

75. Lacking a regional response strategy, UNICEF itself missed the opportunity to mount a strong enough organizational response between March 2014 and July 2014. During this time, UNICEF country offices worked with their respective governments to respond, but struggled to procure medical supplies and lacked the funds to mobilize teams for surveillance and contact tracing.\textsuperscript{111} With the help of an Emergency Programme Fund loan,\textsuperscript{112} the Liberia Country Office made significant efforts to suppress initial outbreaks and continued to call for a stronger response. The UNICEF Executive Director did not declare an L3 emergency until September 2014, when the HQ-based Health Section became directly concerned and the Executive Director began a process of response coordination. Some HQ and WCARO actors felt that the organization waited too long to act in the countries where UNICEF was a major actor in the health sector and abdicated too much responsibility to WHO.

\textbf{Community response delays}

76. UNICEF’s community-based response, which aimed to stop the transmission of Ebola and included the C4D function, only began to reach capacity in December 2014. By that time, new EVD cases were declining across Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone. The initiation of the organization’s critical community engagement work was delayed because significant resource mobilization only occurred between October 2014 and December 2014 and took time to translate into adequate staffing in decentralized offices in hotspot areas.\textsuperscript{113} For example, initial efforts were made to deliver face-to-face Ebola messages to households as early as April 2014 but did not achieve scale until October 2014–November 2014.

77. UNICEF CC centres only became operational after the outbreak’s peak due to internal delays. The CC centres were conceived of in August 2014–September 2014 in response to gaps in isolation and care at the community level. In Sierra Leone, UNICEF was contracted by the United Kingdom Department for International Development to contribute to CC centre construction in mid-October 2014, began CC centre construction in November 2014\textsuperscript{114} and had established 42 operational CC centres by December 2014. HQ actors felt that four to six weeks were lost in unnecessary internal debates about the validity and applicability of CC centres, which critically reduced their impact. Community members surveyed in Sierra Leone also felt that the CC centres were late and many more lives could have been saved if they had been established earlier.

\textbf{Programme delays}

78. Child protection and non-prioritized programmes did not become fully operational until 2015, more than six months after the L3 declaration. In 2014, Ebola orphans received little child protection support and only small numbers of children received psychosocial support. In early 2015, when the capacity was in place to extend services, UNICEF was able to reach more than 10,000 children in Sierra Leone and nearly 4,000 in Liberia. Eventually, large-scale

psychosocial support was provided across the countries by the end of November 2015 and the child protection response reached scale by February 2015, when funding was translated into staff and programme cooperation agreements on the ground. In Sierra Leone, implementers cited insufficient funds as a key reason why the response only became fully effective in 2015. In Guinea, communities reported the initial response was “very medicalized” and lacked sufficient consideration of child protection needs.

2.2 Efficiency

**SQ2.2 Which factors most influenced efficiency?**

79. The efficiency of the response was primarily determined by the strength of the mobilization and utilization of key resources – human and financial resources and supplies – as well as coordination and management. This section briefly considers how the various elements of the L3 SSOPs contributed to efficiency. Section 3 addresses how these elements helped or hindered effectiveness in more detail.

80. The resourcing functions, including human resources, supply and finance and administration determined efficiency in the L3 response to a greater extent than management and preparedness functions.

- Human resource management presented major challenges to an efficient response. UNICEF struggled to mobilize sufficient numbers of emergency staff to recruit and deploy and address duty of care concerns and staff fears related to the outbreak, due to inadequate human resources support at the regional and country office levels (see Section 3.5). Implementers in all three countries reported delays in the deployment of emergency staff during the initial phase.
- Finance and administration presented another major challenge to efficiency. The response was slowed because country offices did not consistently apply accelerated financial and administrative procedures due to capacity gaps, as well as weak tools, guidance and institutional arrangements (see Section 3.7). Implementers in Guinea and Sierra Leone stressed an initial lack of finance capacity and inefficient UNICEF procedures.
- Supply and logistics showed operational efficiency by acting with speed and competence to support the response when the L3 was declared. Despite an initial absence of preparedness and appropriate contingency stocks, adequate supplies were delivered in a timely manner and ‘stock outs’ were largely avoided (see Section 3.6).

81. At times, the management functions, including global coordination, strategy, planning and monitoring, decreased efficiency.

- Until the appointment of a dedicated GEC in early October 2014, the response was slowed down by a lack of direction. Once appointed, the GEC’s public health leadership and decision-making were challenged at regional and country office levels, further delaying efforts to implement the strategy to stop Ebola (see Section 3.2).

---

• Strategy was undermined by competing understandings of Ebola-related risks and the rationale for intervention, difficulties in programme integration and sequencing, and a proliferation of different strategies (see Section 3.3).
• Monitoring was considered inefficient due to the weekly demands of producing situation reports at regional and country office levels, and of obtaining information from country offices (see Section 3.3).\textsuperscript{119}

SECTION 3: INTERNAL COORDINATION

KEQ3. How well coordinated internally was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?

This section offers an assessment of internal coordination, based on overall procedures and specific process elements. The assessment focuses on how each element helped or hindered effectiveness and whether it adhered to the SSOP guidance, while also making reference to the Program Guidance Note.

82. The L3 SSOPs, UNICEF’s internal process for emergency response, functioned and contributed to effectiveness but also showed substantial room for improvement. HQ actors generally felt that the SSOPs were crucial to mobilizing an organization-wide response, that systems functioned relatively well, and that UNICEF’s emergency response continually improved.

3.1 Procedures

SQ3.1 How well did UNICEF’s L3 SSOPs model enable effectiveness?

83. In August 2014, UNICEF activated the L3 SSOPs for the Ebola response, applying them to a PHEIC for the first time. As the response diverged from a typical humanitarian response, multiple adaptations were made to the SSOPs. Leadership became more centralized, HQ-based and top-down in nature with the extraordinary involvement of the UNICEF Executive Director and the appointment of a dedicated public health GEC. The architecture differed with the creation of an Ebola Cell in lieu of full reliance on EMOPS to facilitate the organization-wide response. Accountabilities changed with the non-application of the CCCs; strategy differed with the prioritization of a public health objective; and external coordination differed with WHO’s leadership, the establishment of UNMEER and technical pillars and the Inter-Agency Standing Committee (IASC) decision not to activate the clusters. Internally, UNICEF questioned whether all of these adaptations were necessary.

84. Overall, considering the 13 SSOP process elements, those concerned with strategic management – global coordination, strategic guidance, performance monitoring and information management – made critical qualitative contributions to effectiveness while leaving clear room for improvement (see Sections 3.2–3.4). UNICEF’s resource management functions, particularly supply and logistics, made strong, large-scale and material contributions to effectiveness, though human resources and finance and administration struggled with the perennial and structural challenges of mobilizing additional capacities (see Sections 3.5–3.7). Preparedness and knowledge management functions did not systematically contribute to effectiveness and remained poorly defined process elements and absent from the L3 SSOPs (see Sections 3.9–3.10). Figure 7 illustrates respondent impressions of how important each internal process was to UNICEF’s overall achievements in the response.
3.2 Global coordination

SQ3.2 How did global emergency coordination, through the GEC and the Ebola Cell, enable effectiveness?

85. The appointment of a dedicated GEC with expertise in public health made a critical difference to strategic direction. Before this appointment, HQ actors recalled uncertainty and absence of direction at the country level. By November 2014, the GEC’s Programme Guidance Note was providing clear direction to the response, with a necessary focus on stopping transmission and using a community-led approach. HQ actors added that the dedicated GEC brought public health and epidemiological knowledge, understanding of response requirements and credibility with external partners. WCARO actors and some country office actors recognized the exceptional value of a dedicated GEC in the response.

86. The GEC’s public health leadership was challenged at regional and country office levels, however, where actors considered it inadequately informed by local context. WCARO actors felt the New York-based GEC was inevitably HQ-centric, excessively influenced by political and media pressures, and removed from national, local and epidemiological realities, as well as from established regional and country office relationships and coordination channels.

87. Decisions made through exceptional mechanisms were also contested at the regional and country levels. The use of the Core Directors Group and the Executive Director instead of the Emergency Management Team for decision-making was considered ineffective and regional actors observed that this led to a proliferation of HQ-based decision-makers, micro-

---

120 The objectives of an Emergency Management Team are primarily operational, including: to streamline HQ divisions’ support to country and regional offices; monitor and reassess the level of the emergency; serve as the interface with the main inter-agency counterparts; and serve as a light and operational core team under the GEC. The fact that the Emergency Management Team did not include strategic deliberation was considered a gap in the response by some.
management and inappropriate decision-making, as well as a top-down style that reduced dialogue, technical input and implementer ownership. Country office representatives wished for more tailored directives, strategies and sequencing at the country level. In Liberia, for example, intensive negotiations took place between HQ and WCARO before the decision was made to use RITEs instead of CC centres. 121

88. Without the functional capacities of EMOPS, the Ebola Cell struggled to mobilize an optimal emergency response. HQ contributors noted the small Ebola Cell supported the GEC but did not offer the full support structure of EMOPS, including established working relationships with WCARO and programmes, as well as performance and knowledge management capacities. WCARO contributors found the Ebola Cell was too narrowly focused and established a multisector core group at the regional level to coordinate emergency response. Participants in internal learning exercises saw no reason to change standard ways of working through EMOPS. 122 This reflects a wider recognition in external reviews that the response established new structures that bypassed existing emergency response mechanisms, which led to delays and coordination difficulties in affected countries. 123

3.3 Strategy, planning, and monitoring

SQ3.3 How did strategic planning and monitoring of performance enable effectiveness?

89. The Ebola emergency posed unprecedented challenges and risks for which UNICEF’s multisector emergency model was not well adapted, and generated intense debates about how to respond. This was the world’s first large-scale EVD epidemic with outbreaks in urban areas, infection rates projected to spiral massively, a fluid and dynamic epidemiology and intense fear and political pressure. 124 Developing a strategy was complicated by a lack of knowledge, the multi-country impact, loss of medical staff and responders and difficulties applying UNICEF’s multisector service provision model. Learning exercises have highlighted that the response was constrained by poor understanding of the disease and its epidemiology in different countries and a lack of data on the evolving situation.

90. In particular, UNICEF’s strategy was undermined by different understandings of Ebola-related risks and the rationale for intervention. Some levels and programmes accepted the logic of intervening primarily to stop Ebola transmission on the basis of UNICEF’s comparative advantage in the affected countries whereas others felt that the response must address a specific and disproportionate impact on children. Some WCARO actors felt that the response remained focused on an overstated projection of Ebola cases without considering other important risks, including the secondary effects of Ebola on children, women and basic services.

91. The response strategy was also undermined by difficulties related to programme integration and sequencing. Inter-sector strategy development was insufficient and the strategy development process did not sufficiently clarify to all sectors how they could contribute to stopping the

transmission of Ebola. WCARO actors suggested that poor sequencing of programmes meant
that recovery and preparedness work streams were deprioritized, funding to education and child
protection programmes was delayed and key opportunities were missed.

92. The response was further undermined by a proliferation of different strategies. In September
2014, the HAC and the Regional Response Strategy presented a prioritized, multipronged and
multisector approach. In November 2014, the Programme Guidance Note emphasized a
community-led response aimed exclusively at stopping transmission. Various other external
strategies, programme-specific strategies and country-specific strategies remained in
application. The absence of a single response plan created confusion at the country level.

93. UNICEF made considerable effort to monitor its performance during the response. Beginning in
September 2014, HQ and WCARO actors worked with the three country offices to develop a
joint humanitarian performance monitoring framework with comparable indicators. The
framework allowed UNICEF to produce consolidated situation reports with regular updates on
key performance indicators across the countries, which was a particular challenge in the context
of multiple strategies, different understandings of strategy, and the iterative planning required to
respond to the changing epidemiology. UNICEF was also able to adapt targets; for example, the
HAC proposed the construction of 300 CC centres but the decline in cases required that targets
be reduced accordingly.

94. UNICEF’s performance monitoring remained poorly adapted to the requirements of the Ebola
response and strategic decision-making, however. The indicators were developed in September
2014 for a multisector response and were not well suited to the prioritized community-led
strategy aimed at dynamic and qualitative behaviour change (C4D). WCARO actors reported
that too many indicators were imposed or changed, which reduced coherence and complicated
tracking over time and country comparisons. EMOPS observed that UNICEF’s humanitarian
performance monitoring, which relies on standard indicators aligned to the implementation of
the CCCs, could not be easily adapted to the requirements of the Ebola response.

95. UNICEF lacked capacities to collect and properly analyse monitoring data at the country office
level. UNICEF lessons learned indicate a need for dedicated capacity to work with and analyse
the indicators across all affected countries, as well as additional capacity for information
management, monitoring and reporting, down to the field office level.125 HQ actors reported
difficulties in data collection and analysis. In Liberia, implementers reported a lack of monitoring
staff until December 2014, a lack of capacity to provide real-time monitoring information and
difficulties in verifying delivery to those least accessible.

3.4 Information management

| SQ3.4 How did the collection and analysis of information (needs assessments, epidemiology, knowledge, attitude and practice surveys and studies by anthropologists) enable effectiveness? |

96. Initially, UNICEF and partners lacked the epidemiological data needed to guide programme
decisions, primarily due to capacity gaps in the affected countries. Although WHO was the lead
agency for surveillance, data collection and case transmission investigation, in September 2014

---

and October 2014, WHO was slow to share epidemiological data and the data was of poor quality and not disaggregated according to UNICEF age categories (i.e. under 1, under 5 and under 18). In 2015, UNICEF benefited from major improvements in WHO epidemiological data and, in turn, contributed its own C4D data to epidemiological mapping.

Throughout the response, regional and country office actors struggled to collect, clean and analyse the epidemiological data needed to target programme activities, and lacked the information and data collection systems needed to detect how EVD was affecting children. External reviews highlight a lack of analysis of epidemiology and transmission dynamics, and the need for rapid knowledge production and dissemination where necessary, using ICT. HQ actors noted a lack of real-time information and analysis to inform programme strategies on epidemiology, source reliability, triangulation, meaning and implications. Multiple respondents contrasted the gap in analytical capacity with the amount of effort invested in collecting monitoring data and producing situation reports.

In 2015, UNICEF made growing use of real-time monitoring, partner reporting and innovative ICT applications – such as U-Report, mHero and EduTrac – to support programmes. However, UNICEF lacked a suitable information management system to collect, process, analyse and utilize the large amounts of information collected through U-Report, knowledge, attitude and practice surveys, other surveys, partners and studies conducted by anthropologists. WCARO actors reported that UNICEF’s information management work relied too heavily on quantitative methods and was unable to use triangulated reporting, radio feedback and U-Report. At the community level, information management did not cover all sectors or programme intersections.

### 3.5 Human Resources

**SQ3.5 How did human resources management (surge deployment and safety/welfare) enable effectiveness?**

UNICEF experienced considerable difficulties in mobilizing the significant additional human resources needed to implement the Ebola response. Demand was high for surge capacity across West Africa in 2014 and 2015. For the Ebola response, WCARO and country offices made 662 surge capacity requests, 508 were completed and 154 were cancelled upon country/regional office request. Initially, the mobilization of human resources was delayed by

130 U-Report Liberia is a free, open source text-message-based social network.
131 mHero is a system that links into the government’s existing databases of health workers and allows the Ministry of Health to ask questions, identify who is still alive and working, and ensure that necessary supplies and training are provided.
132 EduTrac is a school monitoring system that uses a mobile-phone based data collection system, which was used to track school readiness to reopen and other key variables.
an intense fear of Ebola, which limited the number of staff willing to deploy; thereafter, recruitment for deprioritized activities such as child protection and education was delayed and as a result, these areas did not achieve capacity until early 2015.\textsuperscript{135} When adequate funding became available, certain categories of staff were very difficult to find, including senior management, senior operations, information management, C4D experts and francophone staff.

100. UNICEF faced systemic problems in the recruitment and deployment of emergency staff, with only 51 per cent of surge capacity needs met in 2014 using established surge mechanisms and the rest left to ad hoc solutions, especially staff missions from other parts of UNICEF. The Ebola response competed for surge capacity with other L3 responses (including the responses in the Central African Republic, South Sudan and the Syrian Arab Republic), and deployments left capacity gaps in the sending offices and divisions.\textsuperscript{136} By October 2014, recruitment was opened to national staff and a lien procedure was introduced to safeguard posts. This was considered an important innovation.\textsuperscript{137}

101. Deployment was also slowed by the time needed to clarify international medevac procedures, questions about duty of care for all staff and inadequate human resource policy and SOPs for staff safety.\textsuperscript{138} In the Liberia Country Office, for example, implementers felt that more could have been done to manage stress levels and recognize staff stress as a problem. At HQ level, UNICEF developed new policies and procedures to reinforce staff safety and duty of care, including medical care, medevac, insurance and hazard and death benefits. Under the leadership of the UNICEF Executive Director, system-wide changes were made and health protocols developed for all staff, covering the provision of kits, links with the United Nations medical centre, psychological briefings and debriefings, a ‘no touch’ policy in country offices, salary advances and flexible working arrangements. When one UNICEF staff member contracted Ebola in November 2014, the organization made a ‘no regrets’ commitment to evacuate the staff member, which increased confidence among other staff.\textsuperscript{139} These procedures were developed during the crisis at considerable cost in terms of time and effort.

102. After medical protocols were established, country offices felt overwhelmed by surge staff of mixed quality, high levels of staff turnover, and a decreased sense of response ownership overall. Lessons exercises indicate that ownership of the response among national staff members was essential to its success and that the staffing strategy may have undermined this.\textsuperscript{140} In Guinea and Liberia, implementers reported that many staff members, including international staff between late 2014 and early 2015, had unclear roles and responsibilities. In Guinea, staff numbers increased from 90 to 200 and many of the new staff members required better induction. In Liberia, staff noted too many short-term missions of less than a month, and requested better recognition of country office contributions in the face of international deployments.

103. Emergency human resource managers played a lead role in mobilizing surge capacity while lacking human resources support at regional and country office levels. The human resources emergency function successfully recruited and deployed 508 surge personnel, most of which served effectively. Between September 2014 and December 2014, the number of personnel in the three countries increased more than 10-fold (from 395 to 4,616) across all deployment

\textsuperscript{138} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{139} Ibid.
modalities. At UNICEF HQ, a dedicated human resources and global services unit worked well, eventually enabling new hire orientation and processing (on-boarding) to be completed in three hours instead of the usual three days, and the WCARO emergency human resource function provide coordination for country offices that lacked human resource management capacities. However, several respondents reported that UNICEF’s wider human resource management function was weak and inadequately scaled up for an emergency, lacked senior capacity and the ability to quickly identify needs at the country level, and lacked training in emergency modalities (i.e. emergency human resource checklist, the right contacts, flexibility, etc.).

3.6 Supply and logistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SQ3.6 How did supply and logistics enable effectiveness?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

104. UNICEF’s supply and logistics activities contributed to stopping Ebola mainly through the large-scale delivery of supplies and protective equipment to the affected countries and communities. HQ and WCARO actors noted the operation was UNICEF’s largest ever in terms of the volume of supplies (8,000 metric tonnes in supplies were delivered by mid-2015). The UNICEF Supply Division’s learning exercise highlighted the successful strengthening of national systems with supplies for ETUs and burials, and more than three quarters of all supplies were resourced in-country.141 UNICEF effectively scaled up the delivery of supplies to the affected countries to coincide with the peak of the outbreak in October 2014 (see Figure 8). In October 2014, UNICEF delivered 1,019 metric tonnes of supplies – including tents, tarpaulins and electricity support – to support the first wave of CC centres.

Figure 8. UNICEF supply function in response to Ebola: Supplies delivered by air and Ebola case load in the three affected countries, 2014 and 2015

The Supply Division acted with speed and efficiency to support the response when the L3 was declared, delivering timely and adequate supplies and largely avoiding stock outs. Learning exercises attribute success to a proactive policy of ‘no regrets’ or ‘not doing nothing’, which facilitated rapid decision-making, procurement and supply of essential items, improved knowledge of emergency health and WASH products, and rapid funding. HQ contributors noted that the Supply Division deployed senior staff to the region to identify supply needs in August 2014, earlier than other programmes, and facilitated real-time innovation in the development of personal protective equipment for Ebola, CC centres and family hygiene kits. In general, UNICEF actors felt that the Supply Division was highly effective, and all stakeholders highlighted its proactive management and competent staff.

Despite positive overall assessment, questions arose about the delivery of supplies and salaries to CC centres, with gaps noted in the provision of supplies by UNICEF and international professionals, and CC centre staff reporting that irregular supplies and payments negatively affected their motivation. The United Kingdom Department for International Development felt that in Sierra Leone, UNICEF’s central supply function was “world class” but distribution systems outside of Freetown were weak and potentially a risk to donor funds. In Liberia, both Country Office staff and partners noted problems with the verification of delivery to the least accessible and with the diversion of resources.

More broadly, the delivery of supplies was constrained by critical gaps in knowledge and information. The Supply Division relied on fluctuating information about the scale of supply requirements, including the September 2014 CDC projections of 1.4 million Ebola cases, which were drastically reduced one month later to 21,000 cases. Lessons indicate that the Supply Division also struggled with the inability of programmes to present an accurate picture of needs, a lack of knowledge about Ebola-specific products, and poor information sharing among NGOs/WHO in regards to product specifications.

**3.7 Finance and administration**

**SQ3.7 How did operations (i.e. financial and administrative procedures) enable effectiveness?**

UNICEF’s Ebola response was ultimately well funded, but UNICEF did not consistently apply accelerated financial and administrative procedures, which slowed the response. Reviews suggest that the commitment of funds was fast and adequate after the L3 launch, but country offices found that the arrival of funding was slow and inadequate, reflecting a systemic inability to quickly translate income into resources for action on the ground. HQ actors pointed to a lack of finance and administration capacity for dealing with the sudden surge of funding to country offices, including low capacities at the country level, a lack of surge capacity in this function, and a culture of risk aversion and rigidity in country office operations. Observed one respondent, “In an emergency, like Ebola, accelerated procedures kick in but country office staff, fearing the auditor, do not apply them and self-impose requirements for regular
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142 Under the ‘no regrets’ principle, the organization will prefer to err on the side of deploying more capacity and mobilizing more resources in support of the response even if this proves to have been unnecessary after the fact.
144 Ibid.
145 Ibid.
programmes. This creates bottlenecks.” In Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone, implementers reported slow payments, cash flow problems and cumbersome procedures unsuitable for an emergency.

109. Slow procedures were also tied to gaps in emergency-appropriate tools and guidance needed for their application. UNICEF participants at the Ebola learning exercise wondered whether SSOPs could be further lightened to speed up the response. HQ actors saw a need for more tools and training to apply accelerated procedures, including a checklist. WCARO actors felt tools such as programme cooperation agreements were too slow for emergencies. Lessons learned suggest programme cooperation agreements were inappropriate for supporting key local initiatives.147

110. Institutional arrangements did not foster an appropriate level of involvement of finance and administration with programmes. HQ and WCARO actors observed an problematic gap separating operational functions, including finance and administration, from programmes in the Ebola response and more generally. Operations staff worked in silos, not involved in programmes as strategic programme partners. One contributor from the UNICEF Division of Finance and Administration noted that effective finance and administration staff who can use expedited procedures should be a necessary complement to all programmes. Programme experts may be highly knowledgeable in their fields but not necessarily prepared to manage budgets that suddenly grow into hundreds of millions of dollars, without the support of finance and administration experts.

3.8 Implementation and innovations

**SQ3.8 How did implementation modalities enable effectiveness?**

111. Although UNICEF effectively implemented the innovative community-based response aimed at stopping the transmission of Ebola (see Section 1.2), lessons remained to be learned from this innovative approach. In particular, lessons highlight the difficulty of relying on traditional INGO implementing partners, some of whom were not present in sufficient capacity or were forced to withdraw in mid-2014,148 and UNICEF’s consequent dependence on local partners with very limited capacity. Learning exercises recognize the central role played by civil society in stopping Ebola,149 the importance of civil society organizations, local government staff150 and community health volunteers.151 Learning exercises also point to need for dynamic structures that keep communities at the centre of development and humanitarian programming,152 as well as the lack of funding for community-led initiatives.153 However, lessons exercises do not examine the effectiveness of UNICEF’s local capacity building154 or address the key question of how best to support communities themselves to strengthen preparedness and response in public health


emergencies. This will likely require developing far more appropriate and flexible partnership mechanisms than UNICEF’s existing programme cooperation agreements.\textsuperscript{155}

Additional operational questions remain about how best to use innovations to support the community-led approach, and how useful the following innovations, among others, were to the community-led model: the RITE model; the Community-Led Ebola Action approach, an adaptation of Community-Led Total Sanitation by WASH partners; social mobilization models; and U-Report and RapidPro for information sharing and reporting (see Section 3.4).

### 3.9 Preparedness

**SQ3.9 How did pre-epidemic preparedness enable effectiveness?**

113. UNICEF was unprepared to respond to Ebola in the most affected countries. Prior to March 2014, the Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone country offices had conducted generic preparedness activities, such as emergency and scenario planning, but these offered little specific preparation for responding to the unprecedented Ebola outbreak. Leading international health actors, including UNICEF, had not taken sufficient actions to build core IHR capacities, including in the UNICEF health programme and in community resilience-building efforts. After March 2014, lessons learned highlight a continued lack of preparedness in the affected countries, though some implementers in Sierra Leone and Liberia contested this.

114. In particular, UNICEF lacked community and C4D capacities needed for the response. HQ and WCARO actors agreed that UNICEF’s capacity at the community level was minimal and unprepared for a community-led approach. Lessons learned and implementers recognized that UNICEF’s C4D function had acted as a limited support function for other programmes and lacked the capacity needed to deploy an emergency response, implement UNICEF’s community-led strategy and provide leadership and inter-agency coordination.

115. During the Ebola response, UNICEF became well prepared to respond to the continued threat of Ebola in the three countries, including to three small outbreaks in Liberia during mid-2015 and flare ups in Sierra Leone in early 2016. WCARO actors observed that the response resulted in collective preparedness with all the necessary capacities, protocols, models and expertise. External reviews stress the need to maintain preparedness to respond to new cases and learning exercises emphasize that this must be sustainable.

### 3.10 Knowledge management

**SQ3.10 How were lessons applied and learned?**

116. UNICEF’s response was not sufficiently informed by learning from previous public health emergencies. In the inter-agency response, external evaluations noted that weak channels for ensuring lessons from previous Ebola outbreaks informed the 2014 outbreak.\textsuperscript{156} Lessons learned and HQ respondents pointed to efforts to inform the Ebola response with experiences in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and Uganda, as well as with cholera and HIV. However,

\textsuperscript{155} Ibid.

HQ and WCARO actors and external reviews\textsuperscript{157} agreed that the response did not apply the larger lessons of Avian influenza\textsuperscript{158} or specific lessons from HIV communication and community engagement, such as quickly identifying drivers of transmission, tailoring a response toward specific communities and sub-populations at risk, and relaying messages through trusted sources. HQ actors noted the response lacked support from the EMOPS policy and knowledge management function and the Ebola Cell could not leverage wider expertise and lessons learned from emergency responses.\textsuperscript{159}

The response did not sufficiently allow opportunities for strategic reflection and course correction. As in all humanitarian responses, the response required learning by doing and ‘thinking while running’, but the command and control decision-making model allowed minimal space for such critical reflection. Learning was further undermined by weaknesses in knowledge management during the response, including SharePoint, a document management system that WCARO actors considered too overloaded with detailed technical documents and lacking in organization, synthesis and analysis to inform policy and practice.

UNICEF made useful efforts to consolidate learning and prepare for future PHEICs. From early 2015, the Ebola Cell coordinated and supported learning exercises in key programme areas such as WASH, child protection and education; learning about C4D and CC centres was conducted through consortiums of research organizations and peer reviewed publications; and other functions, namely the Supply Division and the Division of Human Resources, carried out related reviews. In February 2015, an overall lessons learned exercise was conducted and followed by a management response. A guidance note prepared in September 2015 outlined an initiative with a set of preparedness and organizational activities to enable UNICEF to better respond to future public health emergencies, in support of governments and in coordination with partners. The GMT reviewed and endorsed the initiative, and in 2016, the UNICEF Executive Director introduced the initiative to staff.

These efforts fell short of sufficiently informing future emergency responses, however. The learning exercises did not adequately cover some important aspects of the response, notably the programme strategy to stop transmission (including CC centres versus RITEs), the community-led implementation model, emergency coordination, finance and administration, preparedness and information and knowledge management. Several of the learning exercises remained unfinished, at times a disjointed set of documents of mixed quality, and not published in a format that could support improved practice.\textsuperscript{160} Moreover, the lack of a distilled synthesis of these learning exercises reflects a wider problem with knowledge management in the response, that is, the general lack of organization, aggregation and translation into useful and accessible products to guide action.

\textsuperscript{157} Ibid; Evans, Tim, ‘Solidarity and Security in Global Heath What Can We Learn from the Ebola Crisis?’ World Bank Group keynote speech delivered at the opening plenary of the Prince Mahidol Award Conference, 29 January 2015.


\textsuperscript{160} There is a plethora of lesson learning documents and reference materials. For example, in child protection alone, the lessons learned assessment documented 45 items and estimates well over 100 documents exist (see Annex 6 of Child Protection Lesson Learning Assessment).
SECTION 4: EXTERNAL COORDINATION

KEQ 4. How well coordinated externally was UNICEF’s response?

This section offers a brief assessment of the response’s external coordination, based on findings on strategic coordination and operational coordination. The focus is on whether these elements helped or hindered the effectiveness of UNICEF’s response, and how they matched expectations captured in the Programme Guidance Note,\(^{161}\) which emphasized that UNICEF should actively contribute to defining and regularly adjusting the collective response strategy and tactics, and provide adequate cluster leadership and coordination, especially in the communication and community engagement pillar.\(^{162}\)

At times, external coordination constrained UNICEF’s effectiveness. At the strategic leadership level, the United Nations country team/humanitarian country team and global IASC mechanisms did not manage to contain Ebola between March and July 2014 and did not translate into a coordinated strategic response at the L3 declaration until September 2014 when the Ebola crisis managers were deployed. At the operational level, the establishment of UNMEER’s technical pillars partially undermined operational coordination that was already underway among UNICEF and United Nations agencies, presented new challenges to UNICEF as lead of the community engagement and social mobilization coordination pillar, and initially left gaps in the coordination of child protection, education and WASH, for which pillars were not established.

4.1 Strategic coordination

SQ4.1 How did strategic leadership coordination enable effectiveness?

Between March 2014 and July 2014, national governments and United Nations governance mechanisms at the global and national levels, of which UNICEF is an integral part, struggled to contain Ebola before it spread out of control. External reviews conclude that WHO did not provide sufficient strategic leadership and coordination at the global and country levels,\(^ {163}\) while many UNICEF actors recognized a collective failure to respond adequately and on time,\(^ {164}\) indicating that UNICEF waited too long over the period May 2014–June 2014 for WHO to lead and coordinate a response. In this context, UNICEF Liberia initiated and collaborated on a range of prevention activities beginning in March 2014 but felt that its appeals to UNICEF HQ for additional support were not heeded. During that period, UNICEF country offices prioritized supporting government-led coordination and activities largely in WASH-related infection prevention and control, C4D and to some extent child protection,\(^ {165}\) but these efforts proved insufficient given the increasing numbers of infected over the period.

\(^{162}\) Note the purpose of this analysis is to contribute to learning rather than accountability for results, since the guidelines were developed on the basis of knowledge gained during the response.
Before and immediately after the UNICEF L3 declaration in August 2014, the organization and its partners struggled to coordinate and lead an effective inter-agency response. Learning exercises cite as successes inter-agency agreement on STEPP as an overall strategy and that UNICEF took a lead role in community engagement and behaviour change. However, other reviews highlight initial coordination gaps, confusion in leadership roles among UNICEF and strategic partners (e.g. WHO, the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) and the World Food Programme (WFP)), and leadership weaknesses, particularly in the C4D sector.

At the national level, the establishment of UNMEER in September 2014 and the appointment of Ebola crisis managers provided empowered and focused public health leadership that filled a strategic coordination gap. External lessons learned exercises found that at times, UNMEER stepped beyond its role as the United Nations system-wide umbrella for the Ebola response and assumed responsibility for activities that others were better positioned to undertake. External evaluations note that UNMEER lacked experience with United Nations operational approaches, including coordination systems, and collaboration remained weak during much of 2014. By early 2015, UNMEER was working with UNICEF and other strategic partners to improve coordination through the enhanced role of the Coordination Board.

In Sierra Leone, key informants noted that UNICEF was considered an effective actor in the National Ebola Response Centre, having good relations with the Government and frontline agency coordination forums. In Liberia, UNICEF was seen as a key player in the response, a good contributor and very skilled at working with the Government. In Guinea, UNICEF was observed as having effectively asserted its leadership in coordination and community engagement and led the social mobilization pillar well despite some initial confusion. Nonetheless, some implementers in Liberia and Sierra Leone questioned whether UNICEF sufficiently pushed for the adequate inclusion of child protection and other programmes in the public health emergency strategy.

A strategic leadership challenge for UNICEF in public health emergencies remains to add value to WHO. In particular, learning exercises and UNICEF key informants highlight the need to develop a collective capacity for surveillance and epidemiological analysis, and to strengthen UNICEF capacity to study these analyses, interpret data and guide decisions at all levels. UNICEF has also raised the possibility of developing a pool of dedicated public health experts across country, regional and HQ levels to advise on preparedness and act during public health emergencies.

---

125. UNMEER lessons learned and country office interviews also credit Ebola crisis managers with a catalytic role in mobilizing resources.

---

4.2 Operational coordination

**SQ4.2 How did operational cluster/pillar coordination contribute to effectiveness?**

126. UNICEF’s operational coordination was initially complicated by the establishment of UNMEER and the technical pillars, which were used instead of IASC clusters. External reviews find that UNMEER struggled to coordinate operational actors and leverage existing capacities, which undermined the timeliness, sequencing, continuity and the inclusion of NGOs in the response. The UNMEER structure was superimposed on an existing operational response and absorbed considerable capacities during the crisis. By November 2014, IASC Principals noted that “UNMEER has made a real difference, with a common operational plan across United Nations agencies and clear lines of action. But many NGOs remained unclear about in-country coordination mechanisms.”

HQ actors saw little added value in UNMEER, WCARO actors considered it a costly mistake that came too late and detracted from early response efforts, and implementers in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone highlighted initial delays and overlaps.

The new community engagement and social mobilization coordination pillar led by UNICEF presented significant challenges. Internally, UNICEF noted that “the capacity to play the role of coordination as being proposed needs to be deployed as soon as possible, otherwise we risk not meeting up to a mandate we have asked for.”

To lead the sector, UNICEF’s C4D function would require increased capacities for leadership, coordination and quality standards as well as purely technical skills. Without it, performance in the sector was perceived by external stakeholders as undermined by coordination difficulties. Implementers in Sierra Leone noted the sector’s coordination was weak and slow at first, as C4D staff had to learn cluster leadership and coordination skills. WCARO actors felt that the sector added value to the response despite the fact that an existing global cluster and preparedness capacities were lacking.

The effectiveness of child protection appeared to be complicated by the absence of formalized pillars or prioritized coordination structures. Although no learning exercise has been undertaken on the coordination of these functions, the lack of adequate coordination mechanisms is seen as a shortcoming in the response. UNICEF attempted to meet its other coordination responsibilities and met with varying degrees of success in the different countries. In Liberia, the activation of the full cluster system in September 2014 facilitated sector responses. In all three countries, UNICEF worked with the relevant ministries. By November 2014, child protection sub-clusters were established in all three countries. In Sierra Leone, this included child protection desks at the District Ebola Response Committees.

---


177 Hedlund, Kerren, ‘Background Paper on Coordination EVD’ (internal document), 2015.
SECTION 5: ACCOUNTABILITY

KEQ 5. How accountable was UNICEF’s response to Ebola?

This section offers a brief assessment of the response’s accountability in terms of a number of key expectations: 1) relevance to policy frameworks; 2) relevance to epidemiology and needs; 3) appropriateness; 4) equity; 5) link to national development priorities; and 6) accountability to the affected population.

129. UNICEF’s response provided a satisfactory level of accountability for a public health emergency across a range of key commitments, with important room for improvement at the community level. Although the response came late, its objectives and activities were well aligned with national and international strategies for stopping Ebola and recovery, and consistent with national development priorities under government leadership and coordination. Objective 1 (stopping Ebola) and the responses in each country were highly relevant to the epidemiological context and delivered to affected communities without bias. At the community level, implementation strategies became increasingly appropriate through continual learning, and UNICEF’s community-based approach meant increasing transparency, feedback and participation (key provisions of AAP). However, UNICEF offered little leadership in regards to AAP commitments, which were not systematically or comprehensively applied.

130. UNICEF’s response fell short of wider accountabilities for humanitarian action and child protection. Response objectives and activities were not well aligned with the CCCs and specific child protection responsibilities. UNICEF’s response Objective 1 (stopping Ebola) and its prioritized strategy were not directly relevant to meeting the secondary needs arising from the Ebola outbreak or the specific needs of affected children. The response itself did not prioritize addressing the pressing humanitarian and protection needs of children and was sometimes at odds with national priorities for strengthening health systems.

5.1 Relevance to policy

SQ5.1 Was the UNICEF response (e.g. as expressed in its objectives and activities) aligned with international and national policy frameworks?

131. UNICEF’s response objectives were broadly aligned with the external and overarching strategies of UNMEER and WHO, as well as with government strategies. The three objectives listed in the HAC were directly aligned with the WHO roadmap, the STEPP framework and government response plans.

132. The HAC response objectives were not clearly aligned with the CCCs, however. Although HQ actors emphasized the need to adapt UNICEF’s policy and accountability framework to stopping

---

180 Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, ‘Ebola Virus Disease Outbreak: Overview of needs and requirements’, OCHA, September 2014.
EVD transmission, they noted that a wholesale and mechanistic application of the CCCs initially hindered the effectiveness of the response. WCARO actors recognized that the HAC response reflected UNICEF’s comparative advantage and capacities in the affected countries and shared global health security responsibilities under IHR. However, the CCCs are primarily concerned with access to services rather than behaviour change, are more applicable to ‘health in emergencies’ than ‘health emergencies’, and did not adequately cover C4D.

The HAC response objectives were also insufficiently aligned with UNICEF’s wider child protection obligations. They did not correspond to UNICEF’s stated mission to prioritize and provide special protection for the most disadvantaged children. WCARO actors felt that UNICEF’s mandate for children was lost or forgotten in the stop Ebola strategy without a clear theory of change for the protection of children. This was evidenced by the fact that UNICEF was unable to describe Ebola’s specific impact on children and to adequately respond to media enquiries about it.

5.2 Relevance to epidemiology and needs

**SQ5.2 Were UNICEF objectives aligned with the changing epidemiology and needs?**

UNICEF’s response Objective 1 (stopping Ebola) was highly relevant to the spiralling epidemic in September 2014, which was projected to reach 1.4 million cases by January 2015 unless there was greater action and behaviour change. The community-led strategy, as defined in the Programme Guidance Note, therefore focused on the three major transmission risks at the community level: 1) unsafe care in homes; 2) unsafe burials in the community; and 3) unsafe infection prevention and control in local care centres. Learning exercises underscore the relevance of UNICEF’s decentralized intervention model of working at the community level to provide rapid isolation that complements ETUs and C4D interventions to support behaviour change.

UNICEF responses in each country were viewed as relevant in principle to stopping Ebola. The Sierra Leone Country Office considered the response to be relevant in that it reduced transmission through early identification and community-based care in CC centres, and adaptable in that it reduced the number of centres from what was initially planned. Both communities and national leaders considered the CC centres to be useful and important in that they provided a mechanism for quick isolation at the community level. In Liberia, community case studies conducted for this evaluation indicated that communities recognized UNICEF’s efforts to keep up with local developments and change messages, including via community radio and in local languages. The Guinea Country Office and national leaders reported that

---


UNICEF’s strategy was adapted to the epidemiology, that the cerclages\textsuperscript{187} helped contain Ebola, and that efforts were made to correct and improve mistaken messages and better understand the communities.

UNICEF’s response objectives were not directly germane to humanitarian needs and the specific needs of children that arose from the Ebola outbreak. HAC Objectives 1 and 3 were concerned with stopping Ebola and recovery from Ebola, but they did not directly address the severe secondary effects on the country’s population. WCARO actors felt the de-prioritization of needs versus epidemiology was a major shortcoming in the response, and reflected diverging priorities between the HQ focus on isolating Ebola and the regional and country office focus on addressing the impact on children.

### 5.3 Appropriateness of implementation

**SQ5.3 Were UNICEF implementation strategies appropriate to unique and evolving challenges?**

In general, UNICEF’s implementation strategies evolved to become increasingly appropriate. UNICEF reduced the number of CC centres planned in Sierra Leone from more than 300 to fewer than 100, adapted the CC centre model in Liberia to the RITE model in November 2014, and adopted to the more mobile rapid response mechanism as the outbreak evolved, to tackle localized resurgences in 2015. UNICEF’s community-based model became more appropriate and effective in November 2014–December 2014 when it began to draw collectively on epidemiological surveillance, anthropological studies, real-time behavioural surveys and social mobilization.\textsuperscript{188}

The complexities of the epidemic in Guinea, where the virus hid in ‘shadow zones’,\textsuperscript{189} necessitated that UNICEF’s implementation strategies be flexible and constantly adapt through ‘learning by doing’. Implementers noted that strategies evolved more effectively with input from hired anthropologists. Community respondents in Guinea recognized the role of the ‘platforms’, or community coordination mechanisms, as a useful bridge between health personnel and the community at large. Guinea Country Office senior staff noted that the Comités de Veille Villageois, community-selected teams of social mobilizers, were highly appropriate for engaging communities once established.

In Liberia, where Ebola also had an early start, UNICEF had to learn through trial and error, including when the disease re-emerged in November 2015. Implementers noted that approaches reflected government priorities, and that the RITEs were a positive adaptation in technical and political terms, though they were ultimately needed less as the epidemic subsided. While two-way communication was initially poor, later community engagement and social mobilization efforts were recognized, as were community radio programmes in local languages. Some respondents stressed, however, that UNICEF lacked understanding of the cultural context, implementation of RITEs was standardized without adaptation to community realities.

\textsuperscript{187} Cerclage incorporates movement restrictions based upon risk classifications of individual community members; ensures provision of health care services, food, and other commodities; and is supported by awareness and educational campaigns.


and not enough was done to address differences between communities and faiths, which posed barriers to access.¹⁹⁰

Benefitting from lessons learned in Guinea and Liberia, UNICEF’s focus in Sierra Leone was on community level implementation. Communities and Sierra Leone Country Office staff believed that UNICEF’s partnership approach, specifically with local partners, including religious leaders, women’s organizations and youth associations, and its support for community health workers, helped to overcome fears and increased access to EVD prevention and care services.¹⁹¹ Similar to other countries, UNICEF’s C4D behaviour change efforts were slow to become relevant, but eventually progressed from inappropriate messages (too many, too complex and too hopeless) to two-way feedback allowing for trust building and dialogue that could support behaviour change.¹⁹²

5.4 Equity

SQ5.4 Was UNICEF’s response programming guided by equity considerations?

In general, UNICEF’s public health response was neither biased or discriminatory. The organization’s efforts to stop Ebola targeted 100 per cent of hotspot communities and messages were widely and publicly communicated through volunteers and radio programmes.¹⁹³ All stakeholders reported that UNICEF targeted affected people, did not exclude social groups and took an equitable approach to its response. Although in principle, CC centres and ETUs provided access to all suspects and cases, in practice, distance and other barriers reduced access for some. For example, in Sierra Leone, community members reported that CC centres treated people without favouritism, but in Liberia, stakeholders noted gaps in coverage and hidden biases in relation to specific minority tribal groups and remote locations.

UNICEF’s community interventions did not (preferentially) target specific vulnerable groups with prevention and care activities. WCARO actors reported a lack of awareness of how specific groups were affected by EVD due to a lack of age-disaggregated epidemiological data. Some studies clearly indicated an unequal impact on women and children, including women in labour being turned away from clinics if suspected of having Ebola.¹⁹⁴ In addition, households in poverty or headed by women were significantly more likely to be affected by Ebola.¹⁹⁵ An internal lessons learned review of UNICEF’s child protection response found that communication was rarely modified for children until 2015.¹⁹⁶ In Sierra Leone, implementers felt that messages for children were simplistic and not sufficiently prioritized.

The response did not fully anticipate or prioritize other pressing humanitarian and protection needs resulting from Ebola. HQ actors and respondents in the three affected countries recognized that the response did not adequately address the secondary effects of EVD on children and other vulnerable groups. In Sierra Leone, for example, implementers reported that the response did not do enough to assist vulnerable subgroups, such as persons with disabilities, street children and teenage girls, who became increasingly vulnerable. This resulted in a measured increase in teenage pregnancies.  

5.5 National development

SQ5.5 Was UNICEF’s response consistent with local and national development priorities?

In a formal sense, UNICEF’s response was consistent with national development priorities and supported government leadership and coordination. Learning exercises suggest STEPP and HAC plans were largely coherent with national response plans and the response supported government line ministries. HQ actors reported that the three governments led the response with support from international actors. At the country level, implementers said that UNICEF worked closely with government structures and supported national recovery plans.

In practice, UNICEF’s response was sometimes inconsistent with national priorities for strengthening health systems. Internal and external learning exercises highlight the poor state of health systems in the three countries, that Ebola funds could have been better spent on public health facilities, and the risk of creating unsuitable parallel structures for the quick utilization of funds. Local stakeholders in Sierra Leone repeatedly posed the question: “Why were resources dedicated to the CC centre model not directed to strengthening local primary health care facilities?” Learning also suggests, however, that CC centres expanded the reach of the Ebola response into areas that were marginal to health services, that the CC centres did not drain primary health unit resources, and that tensions between CC centres and primary health units improved over time.

5.6 Accountability to the affected population

SQ5.6 Was UNICEF’s response implemented in a manner accountable to the affected population?

UNICEF’s response did not systematically apply the IASC Commitments on Accountability to the Affected People/Populations. At the lessons learned workshop, it was recognized that AAP was not fully applied and no mechanism existed for its application. UNICEF actors at
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143. Ibid.
147. Abramowitz (July 2016) finds that CC centres did not drain primary health unit resources or bifurcate the health system, and was best managed where an effective referral process existed between them. Respondents indicated that in the future, CC centre capacities should be established at primary health units in order to strengthen the primary health unit system, rather than in a separate entity. They also indicated that primary health units required a permanent capacity for isolation, testing and triage.
148. These may be summarized as: 1) leadership and governance (mechanisms for accountability and feedback); 2) transparency (accessible and timely information through dialogue with communities); 3) feedback and complaints (robust feedback and complaints mechanisms); 4) participation (active role for populations affected in decision-making processes); and 5) design, monitoring and evaluation (involvement in design monitoring and evaluation of the response).
various levels echoed this observation, pointing out that UNICEF and the involved governments lacked experience in community-focused work and accountability systems. In addition, numerous questions were raised in learning exercises and by respondents about UNICEF’s specific accountabilities to women, children and the prevention of sexual exploitation and abuse; human rights and the CCCs; and for the large amounts of funding handled at national level. Stakeholders in the affected countries also reported a lack of formal mechanisms for requesting information, giving feedback or making complaints. In Sierra Leone, implementers described the initial approach as a top-down effort at mobilization that was less concerned with listening. As the response evolved, UNICEF made significant effort to engage communities through dialogue (see Section 1.1). HQ actors noted that the establishment of a feedback loop with communities proved essential to shaping a more effective response even as it came late and did not work well in all communities. Implementers observed that dialogue was viewed as a way to solve problems and became more central to UNICEF’s approach. In Liberia, implementers reported UNICEF’s community engagement approach became key to the response and facilitated dialogues with communities for each intervention. That UNICEF was perceived as dealing directly with the issues raised increased the organization’s credibility. In Guinea, implementers reported community meetings where “everyone was informed about everything”.

In this way, UNICEF’s response became somewhat more accountable to communities after a slow start. HQ and WCARO actors perceived the response as relatively accountable to affected people by virtue of its proximity to communities and community engagement activities, though some respondents in Sierra Leone and Liberia feared this progress might not be sustained by governments and development actors. HQ and WCARO actors agreed that the response presented an important opportunity to learn lessons about AAP and to strengthen accountability at the community level, that a community-led approach requires a decentralized accountability mechanism, that AAP should be central to a community-led approach, and that mobile technology allows opportunities for rapid feedback (see Section 3.4).

---

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions outline the most important lessons emerging from the evaluation findings. They are informed by a discussion of preliminary findings presented to the Evaluation Reference Group on 23 March 2016 and by detailed feedback provided on drafts of the report.

1. UNICEF’s public health response made a useful contribution to stopping the transmission of Ebola, most notably through community engagement, isolation and care activities, and the large-scale delivery of supplies and WASH support. UNICEF’s contributions to halting transmission depended foremost on the organization’s innovative community-based implementation model, participation in the larger WHO-led international public health response with national governments, and the mobilization of corporate capacities (i.e. financial, human resources and supplies) through the L3 SSOP resource management functions. The impact of these contributions was diminished, however, by missed opportunities for containing the outbreak in March 2014 and preventing it from becoming an epidemic that cost thousands of lives; the delayed operationalization of UNICEF’s community-based response; disparate understandings of Ebola-related risks and the rationale for intervention; and the absence of a performance management and monitoring system sufficiently adapted to track and contain the virus.

2. UNICEF’s response neither promptly nor adequately addressed Ebola’s secondary humanitarian consequences and specific effects on children. Beyond the public health emergency, the Ebola outbreak led to the orphaning of more than 16,000 children, the temporary shutdown of education systems and a reported increase in mortality linked to reduced health services. Yet child protection, education and other ‘non-prioritized’ programmes did not become fully operational until 2015, more than six months after the L3 declaration due to strategic ‘de-prioritization’ relative to stopping EVD transmission, different understandings of Ebola-related risks and participation in an inter-agency response that remained focused on stopping transmission, bypassed humanitarian capacities and inadequately addressed Ebola’s wider consequences. Nevertheless, UNICEF ultimately implemented strengthened child protection programmes at the community level; reached more than 320,000 children affected by EVD in the three countries with psychosocial support; provided more than 14,000 Ebola orphans with a package of support; supported radio stations to broadcast learning programmes; and provided learning kits to children and supported their return to school.

3. UNICEF and partners struggled to reinforce basic services in the wider recovery effort without adequate funding and as a result, national health systems remained vulnerable to public health threats. During much of 2015, UNICEF worked to reinforce primary health care systems and as reflected in the indicators, undertook activities to immunize children under 5 years against measles, train community health workers on Ebola prevention and case management and provide infection prevention and control supplies to health structures in Ebola-affected areas. UNICEF and development partners also invested in developing national recovery strategies and plans aimed at economic growth, resilience and service delivery for the three countries and the Mano River Union sub-region. However, these national recovery plans did not attract the funding expected and achieved disappointing results and primary health care systems remained weak and vulnerable to public health threats.

4. As a key health partner and actor in the WHO-led response, UNICEF shared responsibility for critical delays in preventing and responding to Ebola. UNICEF’s contribution to stopping Ebola transmission was made through the inter-agency response,
which, once it was scaled up, played a major overall role in stopping Ebola by supporting the efforts of communities and local and national actors, including governments. UNICEF shared responsibility, however, for collective delays in the response and for missing the opportunity to contain the Ebola outbreak in March 2014 when the virus was first identified, as well as for related shortcomings related to surveillance. UNICEF also shared responsibility for difficulties related to coordinating and leading a response to stop Ebola transmission before the epidemic peaked in late 2014. The organization also shared responsibility for challenges related to operational coordination, including the establishment of UNMEER and technical pillars, and delays in delivering a fully operational programmatic response, including in the area of child protection, until more than six months after the L3 declaration.

5. UNICEF’s contributions relied significantly on an innovative community-based response implementation model aimed at community behaviour change. This included reducing Ebola transmission through isolation and care of patients and building trust with communities by mobilizing and empowering them as partners in the response. As a result, UNICEF was able to encourage community behaviour changes (such as safe burials, handwashing and early isolation) and enable early isolation through the provision of community-based isolation efforts (CC centres, RITEs, etc.) within a larger system. UNICEF effectively brought together CC centre, C4D, WASH and supply activities in a complementary, mutually reinforcing and integrated manner with the common goal of stopping Ebola transmission at the community level. However, the approach also faced significant challenges. Its effectiveness was undermined by delays in establishing the CC centres and implementing effective C4D activities; it struggled to integrate child protection, education, immunization, nutrition and HIV programmes into a holistic approach to behaviour change; and it struggled to involve these programmes in a quickly sequenced second phase to address Ebola’s serious secondary effects and humanitarian needs.

6. UNICEF provided the strategic direction needed to stop Ebola transmission, but leadership was hampered by inadequate institutional arrangements, performance management and information analysis. The Ebola outbreak posed unprecedented challenges and risks for which UNICEF’s multisector emergency model was not well adapted. The appointment of a dedicated GEC with expertise in public health made a critical difference in guiding the response. However, UNICEF’s strategic management approach also hindered the response due to varied understandings of Ebola-related risks and intervention logic; a proliferation of different application strategies; low acceptance of public health decisions at regional and country office levels; and unresolved challenges related to programme integration and sequencing. Strategic leadership was further undermined by institutional reliance on the Ebola Cell instead of the full capacities of EMOPS; the ineffectiveness of the Emergency Management Team as a forum for strategic deliberation; the absence of a coherent framework for performance management; and the absence of epidemiological data and a functional information management system to guide decisions.

7. UNICEF’s mobilization of financial, human and supply capacities enabled a large-scale response and made strong material contributions to effectiveness but struggled with new Ebola-specific challenges and existing gaps in human resource competencies. The Ebola response was well funded, receiving US$437.8 million or 86 per cent of the total funding appeal, by mid-November 2015. Supply and logistics delivered large-scale supplies and protective equipment with speed and efficiency. Human resources eventually deployed large numbers of emergency staff after developing new policies and procedures to reinforce staff safety and duty of care. Initially, however, the human resources response was slowed due to significant fears of Ebola within the organization, long-standing problems related to the
recruitment and deployment of emergency staff, as well as the lack of international medevac procedures, questions about duty of care for all staff and inadequate human resource policy and SOPs for staff safety. Demand was also high for surge capacity across West Africa in 2014 and 2015 and the Ebola response competed for surge capacity with other L3 responses. The UNICEF Supply Division was hampered by the inability of programmes to present an accurate picture of needs, a lack of knowledge about Ebola-specific products, and poor information about product specifications. The response was also slowed by the non-acceleration of finance and administration procedures and inadequate numbers of experienced emergency staff.

8. UNICEF’s response did not sufficiently rely on knowledge management, and the organization remained only partially prepared for future public health emergencies. UNICEF made significant efforts to ‘learn by doing’, convening a learning session in February 2015 and preparing a formal management response listing planned actions. The organization also invested in numerous lessons learned exercises conducted by programmes and functions involved in the response and in November 2015, drafted a guidance note on the agency’s proposed role in future public health emergencies. However, generic preparedness activities offered little specific preparation for responding to the Ebola outbreak, the response was insufficiently informed by learning from previous public health emergencies, and UNICEF’s added value, programme strategy and implementation model for the Ebola response and public health emergencies remained contested. In addition, UNICEF’s capacity at the community level was minimal and unprepared and the C4D function lacked sufficient capacities, including senior experts to deploy an adequate emergency response. Looking ahead, it remains unclear whether UNICEF is sufficiently prepared to respond to public health emergencies in other countries, and at the international level, to respond to PHEICs and other public health emergencies.

9. Although UNICEF’s response was aligned with the inter-agency public health strategy and EVD epidemiological context, the lack of a suitable policy and accountability framework for public health emergencies meant that the response was disconnected from the organization’s specific obligations to children and communities in emergencies. UNICEF’s public health response was well aligned with WHO and government strategies, consistent with national development priorities and well funded by donor governments. It was highly relevant to the epidemiology in each country without preferentially targeting specific vulnerable groups with prevention and care activities and became increasingly accountable to communities through its community-based approach and community engagement activities. However, the response did not apply the CCCs, which were not fully appropriate and relevant for a public health emergency. In the absence of a suitable policy and accountability framework, the response did not adequately understand, address or prioritize the secondary effects and humanitarian needs arising from Ebola; insufficiently implemented UNICEF’s child protection obligations and mission to prioritize and provide special protection for the most disadvantaged children; and did not systematically apply the Commitments on AAP.
RECOMMENDATIONS

These recommendations are derived from the evaluation’s conclusions and main findings and informed by recommendations and plans from the February 2015 lessons learned exercise, the September 2015 Guidance Note, and the January 2016 Health Emergencies Implementation Plan. The recommendations have been refined based on the feedback and advice of UNICEF stakeholders.

In the absence of adequate funding to implement full recovery plans in Guinea, Liberia and Sierra Leone:

1. **UNICEF WCARO, country offices and partners in the three most-affected countries should ensure at minimum that:** 1) health systems retain a rapid response capacity to prevent Ebola outbreaks and develop IHR core capacities; 2) community health systems are reinforced in the most-affected communities; and 3) children most affected by Ebola receive adequate protection. In particular, it should consider:
   - **Community health:** Investing in reinforcing community-based health care in most-affected communities and building on capacity provided by trained community health workers, community engagement and infection prevention and control efforts.
   - **Child protection:** Ensuring with partners that children most affected by Ebola, including survivors, as well as orphans and most-affected women and families, receive adequate social protection and specific support in line with UNICEF’s mission.

In preparation for a future public health emergency:

2. **The UNICEF GMT should develop a policy and accountability framework for responding to public health emergencies that includes:** 1) specific goals; 2) programme guidance; 3) global partnership objectives; and 4) assessment of broader humanitarian risks. Whether produced as an addendum to the CCCs or a separate policy, it should complement and build on rather than duplicate UNICEF’s existing emergency response policies and processes. In particular, it should consider:
   - **Distinct goals:** Defining UNICEF’s specific goals and scope in public health emergencies and means of monitoring its engagement, and aligning them clearly with public health principles, prevention and control of infectious diseases and the global health security agenda, as well as with UNICEF’s core mission for children.
   - **Programme guidance:** Providing guidance that enables programmes to contribute to achieving these goals in relation to public health threats, including through prioritized strategy, a focus on causes, risks and epidemiology, and implementation through an integrated community-based approach.
   - **Global partnership objectives:** Defining UNICEF’s role in relation to the evolving public health emergency architecture; reviewing partnership frameworks accordingly with WHO, IFRC, WFP and NGOs; and establishing an advisory mechanism to engage with international efforts to monitor, assess and manage global public health risks.
   - **Assessment of humanitarian risks:** Recognizing that a public health emergency can quickly spiral into a broader humanitarian emergency, UNICEF should also be prepared to deliver humanitarian action according to the CCCs, especially in countries where public health systems and core IHR capacities are weak.
3. The UNICEF GMT should recognize areas for improvement and strengthen coordination, strategy and information capacities for public health emergencies. Drawing on lessons learned from the Ebola response, UNICEF should develop tools, guidance and mechanisms and strengthen capacities for: 1) global emergency coordination; 2) planning, programme support and performance monitoring; and 3) information and knowledge management functions.

- **Global emergency coordination**: Starting with the preparedness platform, initiate early dialogue between country, regional and HQ levels to define scenarios, risks and joint strategy; appoint a dedicated public health GEC during L3 public health emergencies but otherwise maintain senior expertise to help with a range of needs within the organization related to strengthened capacity and knowledge management; and integrate these coordination functions into existing emergency structures.

- **Planning and performance**: Developing one coherent overall strategy and articulating a common narrative; applying a suitable performance monitoring system to guide strategy; distinguishing between public health and humanitarian objectives; and establishing an appropriate forum for strategic decision-making, reflection and course correction.

- **Information and knowledge**: Developing information management systems to collect, process, analyse and synthesize large amounts of situation information needed to guide the response; developing capacities to collect and analyse epidemiological data disaggregated by age to guide programmatic decisions, especially for children; utilizing real-time monitoring and innovative ICT applications to support programmes; synthesizing learning from previous public health emergencies to guide the response; completing all internal learning exercises about the Ebola response; and preparing a synthesis of lessons learned with a concise reference document as an entry point for users.

4. The UNICEF GMT should continue to strengthen capacities for rapid, large-scale deployment of financial, human and material resources in emergencies by: 1) applying lessons and protocols from the Ebola response about duty of care; 2) significantly increasing emergency human resource capacities and emergency competencies in country offices; and 3) involving operational and administrative staff in strategy and programme management. In particular, it should consider:

- **Duty of care**: Translating new policies and procedures for staff safety and duty of care into emergency human resource policy and L3 SSOPs, and sharing with the United Nations Department of Safety and Security and the United Nations Medical Services Department.

- **Emergency human resource capacities**: Significantly increasing emergency staff capacities to meet growing demands, including by expanding rosters with specific skills, issuing surge capacity management guidelines, training staff on emergency rosters, building public health emergency response capacity with WHO and partners, using consultants if necessary with self-insurance arrangements, and strengthening the emergency competencies of country staff in emergency-prone countries, especially for human resource management, finance and administration staff.

- **Involvement**: Exploring ways to bridge gaps between capacity mobilization functions (human resources, finance and administration and supplies) and the strategies and programmes they support, including through the involvement of competent human resource management and operations staff in strategy and programme meetings.
5. UNICEF EMOPS and the UNICEF Programme Division should further develop the community-based approach as an implementation modality inclusive of strong AAP and community engagement components. Recognizing the central role of communities in stopping Ebola, UNICEF should focus on strengthening local capacities and systems for health and social protection at the community level. This effort should include means of increasing capacity within UNICEF for community engagement and social mobilization and improving programme integration at the community level.

- **Learning**: Reviewing and learning specific lessons about the model’s practical application, including how best to support it through partnerships and innovations (e.g. RITEs, Community-Led Ebola Action approach, social mobilization models, ICT).

- **Integration**: Advising how to build on the successful integration of key programmes (e.g. CC centres, C4D, WASH and supplies) around a focused, common goal and how other programmes (e.g. child protection, health, education, nutrition and HIV) can contribute to preventing and controlling public health threats.

- **Community engagement and social mobilization**: Invest in developing UNICEF’s C4D capacities across levels to respond to emergencies and global cluster capacities for community engagement through the localization agenda of the Grand Bargain for humanitarian funding.
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